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ABSTRACT
Ridgelets: A Prom ising New W avelet-Like Transform to  R epresent 
Objects w ith  Linear Singularities
by
M aria Beatriz Teruel
Dr. David G. Costa, Exam ination Committee Chair 
Professor of M athem atics 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
In the la st two decades plenty of research  h a s  been carried ou t in 
the field of Wavelet theory and  it is well known th a t wavelets can 
efficiently deal w ith point-like singularities. U nfortunately, such  is not 
the case for higher dim ensions singularities. To overcome th is  w eakness 
of the Wavelet transform  E. Candès and  D. Donoho [4] in troduced a  new 
wavelet-Iike transform  th a t can  effectively deal w ith linear singularities in 
two dim ensions, nam ely the Ridgelet transform . This new represen tation  
tool exploits the  ability of wavelets to deal with point singularities. In 
fact, the  Ridgelet transform  is equivalent to a  one-dim ensional wavelet 
transform  in the  Radon dom ain. By doing so, a  line singularity is 
transform ed into a  point singularity (by m eans of the  Radon transform ) 
which can  th en  be efficiently analyzed by the wavelet transform .
Ill
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This thesis  p resen ts the  Ridgelet transform , its  properties and  
connections to the Radon and  Wavelet transform . Also, the  reader is 
p resen ted  w ith practical re su lts  th a t  allow u s  to see how the  Ridgelet 
transform  is m uch better suited  th an  the Wavelet transform  for 
representing im ages with stra igh t edges (linear singularities).
IV
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Wavelet theory is a  relatively recent developm ent in Applied 
M athem atics. Most of its success lies on the  fact th a t wavelets are a 
fairly simple m athem atical tool w ith a  great variety of possible 
applications. One of the m ost appealing features of wavelet bases is th a t 
they provide efficient representation  of functions which are sm ooth away 
from zero-dim ensional (point-like) singularities. U nfortunately, wavelet 
bases are seriously challenged by n-dim ensional singularities (n> 1). It 
w as m otivated by these  lim itations th a t Em m anuel C andès and  David 
Donoho [4] introduced a  new wavelet-like transform  called the Ridgelet 
Transform .
The idea underlying the definition of th is  new transform  is th a t of 
representing functions by superpositions of “Ridge F unctions”, th a t is, by
superpositions of functions of the form  , = 4-.... + a„rJ
where r()  is a  scalar function. Thus, the  function r( ) is the  profile of 
the ridge function as  the ridge is traversed orthogonally to its level sets. 
The terminology “Ridge Function” arose first in tom ography and  Ridgelet 
analysis m akes u se  of a  key tom ographic concept, the Radon Transform .
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The goal of th is  thesis  is not only to in troduce the Ridgelet transform  b u t 
to show, by m eans of practical resu lts  in , the superiority of th is  new 
transform  over the Wavelet transform  w hen dealing w ith functions with 
singularities along lines.
Given all the  connections th a t the  Ridgelet transform  h a s  with the 
Radon transform  and  the theory of wavelets, the  outline of th is  thesis  is 
as follows. In C hapter 2 we introduce the C ontinuous Radon Transform  
along with its m ost im portan t properties as  well a s  its connection to the 
Fourier transform . Section 2.1 p resen ts  the reader w ith a  re-definition of 
the Radon transform , the S lant S tack Radon transform , w hich will play a 
key role later in the definition of the  Discrete Ridgelet transform .
C hapter 3 deals w ith the  discretization of the  Radon transform  
based on the  S lant S tack definition given in  C hapter 2.
Given th a t Fram es play a  veiy im portan t role in the process of 
discretizing both  the  Wavelet and  the  Ridgelet transform s. C hapter 4 
p resen ts the  reader w ith some of the  m ost im portan t re su lts  of the  theory 
of Fram es and  its  connections to Riesz bases. The im portance of fram es 
lies in the  fact th a t in order to obtain num erically stable reconstruction 
for a  function / from its  coefficients {f,ç>„) it is required th a t the  discrete 
collection constitu te  a  frame.
C hapter 5 serves a s  an  overview of the Wavelet transform  (the 
continuous and  discrete versions) as  it also p resen ts  the  definition of the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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family of Meyer wavelets. This family of wavelets will be one of the pillars 
in the  construction  of the Discrete Ridgelet transform .
C hapter 6 and  7 deal with the Ridgelet transform  itself. In C hapter 
6 we introduce the definition and  m ain properties of the C ontinuous 
Ridgelet Transform  while in C hapter 7 a  definition for the  Discrete 
Ridgelet Transform  is given. As we m entioned before, th is  discretization 
process involves the Discrete S lant S tack (Radon) transform  and  the 
discrete Meyer wavelet transform .
Finally, in C hapter 8 we p resen t the reader w ith some facts abou t 
the theory involved in the algorithm ic im plem entation of the  Ridgelet 
transform . Section 8.2 contains the source code w ritten  in Microsoft 
Foundation C lasses (MFC) of the m ost im portan t functions in the 
algorithm  w hich are used  later to com pare the perform ance of both 
transform ations.
In C hapter 9 we com pare the perform ance of the Ridgelet and 
Wavelet transform  a t representing objects with linear singularities. Such 
com parison is done by first applying (separately) bo th  transform s to 
different im ages w ith linear singularities and  then  reconstructing  them  
with a  certain  num ber of significant coefficients (defined by the user). 
Finally, section 9.2 contains some rem arks on the very la test work done 
in  Ridgelet analysis.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER 2
THE RADON TRANSFORM 
Let /  e The Radon Transform  o f / i s  a  function Rf  defined
on hyperplanes; the value of Rf a t a  given hyperplane is the  integral of /  
over th a t hyperplane.
Definition
Let 5 6 R , coe S"' .̂ Then
i?[/](5,ry)= I  f{x)dS^ = ^f{x)5{s-x-co)dx ,
x-co=s R "
i.e, R\f^{s,co) is the  integral of/ over the hyperplane perpendicular to co 
a t a  signed distance s from the  origin. Therefore, the Radon Transform  of 
a  function in R" gives the totality of all in tegrals o f /o v e r  all hyperplanes 
in R ". Note th a t
^Rf{s,co)ds= ^f{x)dx
Let u s  sta te , w ithout proofs, some of the  m ost im portan t properties 
of the Radon Transform  [8, 16].
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Properties
1- The Radon Transform  is a  linear transform ation  from j to
2- Rf{-s,-co) = Rf{s,o}), i.e., Rf is an  even function of {s,œ) .
3- R[f{x-d)\{s,co) = Rf{s-a-(o,û}), oeR "
4- Rf  can  be extended to RxR"/|o} as an  even hom ogeneous function of 
degree -1, namely,
Rffks, kco) = I A:| Rf(s, a>),k^O.
Next, we study  the relation between the  Radon Transform  etnd the 
Fourier Transform  [13, 6]. We will denote the Fourier Transform  of yby
f  > i.e.,
By using  polar coordinates we can  write  ̂= pco, co e S"~', so th a t
-00  x m - s
i.e.,
/(/%)) = (2;:)"^ j a , )  ak .
In o ther words, we have
f(pco)= T\Rf{:,co)]{p) jjj
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
where denotes the one-dim ensional Fourier Transform  along the 
radial direction. This resu lt is called the Fourier Slice Theorem.
Graphically,
/ R
f
On the o ther hand, from the inversion form ula of the Fourier 
Transform  it follows th a t
= (2;:)'"'^ ' [/(pf)](^,a;) = (2;r)'T d/, (H)
Finally, we sta te  (again w ithout proof) the basic resu lts  on the 
Radon Transform .
Theorem 2.1: [Inversion Formula]
For /  e one has  th a t
f ( x ) =  j  h(x (o, co)da>
14=1
where
h(s, co) =
(2>r)
Rf{s,co) , n odd.
i ( 2 ;r)
- « + 1
H
v'
Rfis,co) (t) , n even.
(III)
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with H  being the Hilbert transform  w ith respect to 5, [see Appendix Al].
To simplify the notation let u s  denote h = l(Rf  , where the definition 
of the operator %  is given in (III). Thus,
f { x ) ~  ^%Rf{x  co,(o)d(a.
M=i
This inversion form ula is in the form derived by Radon and 
although is very concise is not easy to im plem ent on a  discrete form (e.g., 
the Hilbert transform  has a  singularity which m akes the  discrete 
im plem entation very difficult). Later in th is chap ter we will in troduce a 
different version of the Radon transform  th a t will lead to an  easy discrete 
im plem entation of the  transform  and  its inverse.
Before presenting our next theorem  let u s  com pute the Adjoint 
Radon Transform . To do so, let 7C g{s,co) be defined as above and  cpeS . 
Then,
Therefore,
^ ^ (p{s,(o) Rf{s,co) ds dû)
-00 |û i |= l
= J  j" ^(p{s,co) f { x )  5 {s-x-co) dx ds dco
-00 |û)[=l
= j / W  ^(p{x co,co) dcodx= J / ( x )  =
H=‘
[i?V ]W =  ^ (p{x co,ai) dco, (IV)
H='
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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so th a t the  adjoint Radon transform  corresponds to integration of <p over 
all hyperplanes passing  through  a  given point. In the literatu re  of 
com puted tom ography th is operator is called the “Backprojection 
Operator” [8].
In view of the  above, Theorem 2.1 can  be rephrased  as 
Theorem 2.1:
If f ^ S  th en  f  = R 'TfR \f \ ,  w here R is the Radon transform , R' its 
adjoint and  Tf the  operator defined in (III).
Finally we sta te  a  Parseval relation for the Radon transform .
Theorem 2.2:
U f e S { w )  then
|û>(=l -oc
where the operator is defined through  the form ula
1%
r , ( M g Y p ) ‘
-n + \
. ZLd
\p\ " g(p) ■
Moreover, Ĵ̂ QR is a  un itary  m apping of ontoI^^MxY"
Proof:
From Theorem 2.1,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
j |/ | 'd k =  J / / 6  = = j
-  I  J|V^i?/'| dsdo).
|<y|=l - «
In o ther words, 7 ^ ^ : '5 ’(R ")c I^ (R ”)-» Z ^ (R x5'”“’) is an  isom etry. Hence,
given th a t 5(R") is dense inZ^(R"), can  be extended (uniquely, by
continuity) to an  isom etry from Z^(R") intoZ^^RxT'").
To prove th a t ^ ^ R  is onto it is sufficient to show th a t
contains some su b se t © d en se  in  Z^(Rx5’”' ‘).
Let
© = |ç 9 e i’(Rx5'"'') : (Fj ç9(/7,<») = 0 fo r /? in some neighborhood of the  o rig in j. 
Clearly <D is dense in Z^^RxZ'""’).
Now, given (P e ©  let g{T) = (2\T\'"Ÿ[F,Ç>] |r|, j / , 1 . Then, g ( r ) e i ’(R") and
there exists /  e i ’(R") such  th a t g = / .  Let u s  show th a t ^J^R f  = cp . 
Since
s î p i P i - H ' / ( m )
applying the  inverse Fourier transform  we obtain th a t y j ^ R f  = (p. We 
have show n th a t (R"^ :̂d (D . Therefore, given the density  of ©
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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in ( R x S"~'  ̂, we conclude th a t -sJ%R is a  u n ita ry  m apping from 
Z'(M”) o n to Z '(R x r- ') .
2.1 The S lant S tack Transform  
The definition of the Radon Transform  given in the previous section is 
usually  referred to as the norm al Radon transform  due to its u se  of the 
norm al equation of the  hyperplane in its definition.
Another way of defining the Radon transform  in (useful in m any 
applications) is th rough  the  u se  of the slope p  and  line offset r as the 
param eters. T hus the transform ation is given by
This version of the Radon transform  is referred to as the “Slant  
Stack” [1, 14]. In w hat follows we will always refer to the two 
dim ensional case and  we will denote the S lant S tack of /  as  Sf(p, r) to 
distinguish  the two definitions.
As it is expected the  norm al Radon transform  is related  to s lan t 
stacking. In fact, ii  co = (cos 6, sin ff) for some 0 < ^ < Ire, we have th a t
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Rf(s,co)=  J j / f y z )  ^ (5-x .cos0-y .s in 6 ')  t/y =
|sin^j J
y -  xcot6'sin^ J
dx dy =
sin0
- JC.COt̂ dx
so th a t, according to the previous definition.
Rf(s,co) = - r - : ^  [ f i x ,  - ^ - x .  
sin 6" J I sin <9
• COt̂ dx =
sin 6» Sf
-cot#,
sin# (I)
provided 6 ^ Q , n .
As we m entioned in the abstract, the Radon Transform  and, 
therefore, the  S lant S tack Transform  m ap line singularities into point 
singularities. Moreover, it can also be shown th a t a  point singularity is 
transform ed into a  line singularity. To show this let u s  com pute the 
S lant S tack transform  of delta-type functions (distributions). In th a t 
case we need to extend the definition of the S lant S tack Transform  (SST)
to d istribution  spaces. This can  be done by using  the adjoint S' of the 
SST, given by
{ S f ,h )=  j j ( S f ) { p ,T ) h {p ,T )d p d T =  j j f ( x , y ) { S ' h ) ( x , y ) d x d y  = (^f,S'h) , (II) 
for all ^ s  ).
So let u s  ca lcu late S  / i s Q  (M̂ )_ From the defin ition  o f th e  SST we 
have that.
S  [ / ]  ip ,  r ) =  j" f i x ,  p.x+r) dx
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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th a t is, the SST o f / a t  the point {p,r) ,  am ounts to in te g ra tin g / over the 
line L - [ { x ,p x  + v) : x e  R j . Thus, for A e CJ'(R^) one obtains th a t
[5 /,Z] = jJ(5/)(/7 ,r)h{p ,r)cÿu7r= j j j  j f { x , p x  + z) dx 
[5/ ,Z ] =  j ^{Sf ) {p ,T)h{p ,T)dpdz=  J j j  "^f{x,px + z) dx
V-«5 J
= 1 1  ^ f { x , p x  + z) h { p , z ) d z \ ^ d p =  ^ f { x , y )  h { p , - p x  + y )d y
h{p,z)dpdz
h{p,z)dpdz
dxdp
I CO '
' = j j / fy ,T )  j  h(p,-px + y)dp dxdy = (^f,S'h) , (III)
V - c o  J
ni(^x,y)= ^n{^p,-px + y)ap . ( iv j
Note: S’h does not have com pact support even if h does. In fact, since 
S'h am oun ts to integrating h over all the lines of the form 
L = [{p , -px + y) : p e R } , it is clear th a t the support of S'h extends over all
the X and  y-axis; therefore, it only holds th a t S'h e C” .
Let u s  now consider h to be the  Dirac delta  d istribution 
concentrated on a  point, i.e., A = - Then, using  (II) and  for every
we define:
Thus, in  view of (IV)
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w hich shows th a t the support, supp(5^(^^ ^ , of SŜ  ̂ , is the line
T = -px^+y^ in the  p - r  plane. We can  say th a t “the point  (%g,yg) is
transformed into the line t = -px^ + under the S S T ’.
We presen t the  reader w ith a schem atic in terpretation  of w hat we 
have ju s t  shown.
Figure 2.1 -  S lant S tack Transform  
of the point .
Next let u s  com pute the SST of a  line segm ent, say 
/ = \{x,p*x + r') '■ x^< % . That is, let u s  com pute the  SST of the Ô-
distribution  concentrated on I which is given by:
(V)
Thus, using  (II) and  (V) we have th a t, for every ,
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i^Sô,,(p) = {ôi,S'q}^= ^ S '(p ) (x ,p 'x  + T*)dx = ^ ç { p , - p x  + p 'x  + T ) d x d p  
J » n — n
It th en  follows th a t {SS,,ç) am ounts to integration of (p over all the lines
in the p - x  p lane passing  through  the  point (p’, r ’) and  w ith slopes 
ranging in the interval J . Schematically,
slope = p*
slope = -X,
slope = - X ,
Figure 2.2 - Slant Stack Transform  
of the line segm ent / = |(x,/?'x + r ’) : x̂  < x < x, j .
In the  next chap ter we will d iscuss a  discretization of the Radon 
Transform  based  on the S lant S tack definition given in  th is  section and  
later we will in troduce the Discrete Ridgelet transform , C hapter 7, which 
will also be given in term s of the  Discrete S lant Stack.
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Before th a t, we observe th a t in  (I) the  definition of the  S lant Stack 
is restricted  to values of 6 different from 0 and  n . To overcome this 
m ishap we can  resta te  the definition of the  S lant S tack  Transform . In 
fact, given th a t we are considering lines of the form y -  p.x + r we will 
divide the set of all those lines into two different su bse ts . We will call a 
“basically horizontal line” a  line of the  form y -  p.x + r w ith jjo | < 1. 
Analogously, a  “basically vertical line” will be th a t of the  form x = p.y  + r 
with |p |< 4 . If we u se  angles to represen t the  slope of su ch  lines, the 
equations will be given by
“basically horizontal lines” y  = (tan 6) x + z for ^ e - j
“basically vertical lines” x = (cot^)y + r for .
It only rem ains to resta te  the S lant S tack  definition.
Definition: [Slant Stack]
The S lant S tack operator is defined by
"Ç^f{x,y)  0 { y - { t a n e ) x - z )  dy dx fo r 
"Ç^f{x,y)  5 { x - { c o i 9 ) y - z )  dx dy for 0  e
w h e re  r  e  :
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THE DISCRETE RADON TRANSFORM 
Let u s  now presen t the discretization of the two dim ensional Radon 
Transform  [14] based  on the S lant S tack definition. We w ant to define 
the transform ation  for d a ta  in an  n, by n, grid.
Let l (u ,v) ,  - ^ <  u, V < ^ 2 ’ be an  n, by n  array, p  a  slope and  r an  
offset. We define the S lant Stack Radon transform  of I{u,v)  as  follows:
{SJ){T,p) = Radon{{y-p  x  + t) . I)
(S:7XT,P)=
where
{SJ){t,p) = Radon{{x = p  y  + r). I)
'^1 _
(SJ)(t,p) = ^ f  {u, pu + T)
and
-2{ S J ) { t, p ) =  2  /  (pv+r, v).
The operators I  and  7 are in terpolants in the  y  -  variable and  the 
X -  variable, respectively, for sum m ing along the slan ted  lines m ay yield 
values no t p resen t in the  original array  I. The interpolation is 
accom plished by m eans of the Dirichlet kernel
16
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sin(;r/)
m sin
where m = 2n. This choice of m  g uaran tess  th a t there  is no w rap-around 
effects w hen calculating the sum s along slanted  lines [see Appendix A2],
More specifically, the in terpolants / ' and  7̂  are given by
-1
7'(w,y)= X
and
/  (x,v)= 2  I(u,v)D„(x-u)
If 0 is the  angle associated to the slope p, the definition reads 
(57)(r,^) =
{S^I){z,e)^Radon{{y = { im e)x  + r}, I) for <9e 
{S^I){z,e) = Radon{{x = {coxe)y + z}, I) for 6>e
To have a  complete discretization of the  Radon transform  it 
rem ains to suitably  discretize the param eters G and  z . Since we are 
sum m ing along lines we w ant to choose z so th a t the  line y  -  (tan x + r 
in tersects the bounding of the box I(u,v). It is easy to see th a t such  
range of in tercepts z m u st be given by T„ = {r e Z ; - n < z  < n ] .
The next step is to discretize the set of angles 0.  Let © be the set of 
angles given by 0  = 0, u  where
0 , = k  : ^ , \= a r c ta n (% ) ,/e Z ,
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and
Note th a t if ^  ,  ̂e 0 ,,  the slopes associated  to those angles are
=tan(0/„) = 2̂  and  =tan(^/^j„) = ^̂ '̂*’^ ^  and  their difference is
5 2 -  be., the angles in  0 , define a  se t of equispaced
slopes. The sam e argum ent applies for , so th a t 0 is the  set of angles
induced by lines with equally spaced slopes. Figures 3.1 and  3.2 show 
those sets of lines.
Figure 3 .1 -  Set of basically vertical lines
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Figure 3.2 - Set of basically horizontal lines
We can  now define the  Discrete Slant Stack (Radon) Transform (DSS). 
Definition: [Two dim ensional Discrete S lant Stack Transform]
Let ^e©  , r e l„  . We define
\ {S f) { t , 6 )  = Radon{{y-{Xaxi9)x + T}, I )  for ^ e © ,
(5/)(r,0)= y ' . (I)
[(52/)(r,0) = /?a<io«({x = (cot0)y  + r } , / )  for
With th is  definition we convert an  n by « array  I(u,v) into a  2 n x 2 n  array 
(57)(r,g).
As we had  in the  continuum  case, there is a  relationship  between 
the S lant Stack (Radon) Transform  and  the Fourier transform  w hich is 
given by the Fourier Slice Theorem.
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Theorem 3.1: [Fourier Slice Theorem] 
Given an  n by n array  I,
I (-(tan 6) k, k) for ^ 6  0, 
/(A:,-(coté') A:) for ^ s  0^
where k e Z  , - n < k < n ,  Î] is the one dim ensional Fourier trasnform  and
(II)
NOTE: For a  complete and  detailed proof of Theorem 3.1 refer to [1,14]. 
The se t of points
is called the  “pseudo-polar grid” [Figure 3.3] . The resam pling of 7 a t the 
new grid is referred to as  the  “Pseudopolar Fourier Transform”.
Figure 3.3 - Pseudopolar grid.
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Definition: [Pseudopolar Fourier Transform]
The Pseudopolar Fourier transform  PT^,i = l,2, is the  linear 
transform ation given by
PT, i { k , i ) = j [ k  (III)
for <l  < y  , - n < k < n  where 7 is given by (II).
Combining the above definition and  Theorem 3.1 it follows th a t
If;;::" :::::
Thus, to obtain a  row in [Sl){k,6) we need to fix 6* and  com pute
the inverse one dim ensional Discrete Fourier Transform  (DFT) of the 
correponding row (for th a t 6) in the m atrix  PP. , i  = l,2 ( the  choice of i 
will also depend on ^).
3.1 Inversion of the Discrete S lant S tack Transform  
According to (IV) [Sl){k,6) is invertible if T f  ^PPf,  i = l , 2 , is
invertible. Since T f  is invertible, it rem ains to check the  invertibility of 
the operator P P l ,  i ^ l , 2  [14].
Let u s  first consider P P f . According to (II) and  (III) we have th a t
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22:' 2%:' 2i:'
/>î;/(t./) = / ( - 2̂ * , t ) =  £  ' £  J(u.y) = 2
“~“?2 “~~?2
where
2 ;rk i
Now, for each fixed (i.e., for a  fixed colum n of PF,I)  let
- 2 m x t i /
Then 7̂ . is a  trigonom etric polynomial. Since we know the values 
^ ' *«1  ̂ , i.e., we know  the value of
a t n d istinct points, we can uniquely determ ine the  coefficients 
(u), ue Z ,  < u < ^ . Thus, we can  com pute the  values of f  a t any
given point. In particu lar, we can  calculate its values a t any integer 
point j  obtaining
. (V)
Hence, by m eans of the 2D-lnverse Discrete Fourier Transform  (IDFT), we 
can  recover the  values l [ j ,  A„), k ^^ QJ ^Z.
The nex t step  will be to recover th e  sam ples l [ j ,  O). To do so let 
u s  consider the  m atrix  P P f . As before, for each # 0 consider the 
colum n vector
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where
Ê  b(M,v)e
—%
Similar to before we consider the trigonom etric polynomial
~  '̂ 1  ,  ,  J l m x v /
for < I < %  allows u s  toThen, knowing the  values |ft„
uniquely determ ine the  coefficients d̂  {v) and  therefore the  polynomial
fk, itself. Hence we can  com pute the values TkXj) = 2{k^,j) , - n <  j  <n . In 
particular,
J’*„(0) = /(A„,0) for all -n <  k^<n,k^^O,  (VI)
so th a t, by m eans of the  2D-IDFT, we can  recover l[k^,0), 0.
From (V) and  (VI) it follows th a t we can recover the values 
I{k, j ) ,  It rem ains to obtain 7(0,0). B ut P(F/(0,0) = 7(0,0), so
th a t 7(0,0) = f]7(0,0) = f ) '7(0,0). Thus, we have show n th a t we can
recover 7 from PT J, i = l,2, so th a t applying the 2D-IDFT yields the 
original image l(u,v). Hence, the Discrete S lant S tack given in (IV) is 
invertible.
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FRAMES
The theory of fram es provides an  algorithm  to express a  function 
as a  linear com bination of the frame elem ents. Namely, if is a  Hilbert 
space and  a  frame, an  elem ent f  e j f  is  completely characterized
by its coefficients  ̂ and  can  be reconstructed  from them  via a
simple and  num erically stable algorithm.
Definition
A family of functions in a  Hilbert space (K is  called a  “fra m e ” if
there exist constan ts  A > 0 and  B < oo so th a t for all f   ̂O f ,
A | | / f s  l | ( / . » > , ) | ' s B | / | f  (I|
We call the  best co nstan ts  A and  B the fram e bounds.
If A = B , th en  we say the fram e is “tight”. In such  a  case we have 
th a t for all f  e ( H ,
jej
which implies, by the polarization identity, [see Appendix B l],
24
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J e J
or,
/ = A - ' X ( / ,^ > ;  (II)
ye/
a t least in the weak sense.
Although form ula (II) looks like th a t of the expansion of /  into an 
orthonorm al basis, it is im portant to realize th a t fram es, even tight 
fram es, are NOT orthonorm al bases.
Proposition 4.1:
If {f'yj is a  tight frame for , w ith fram e bound  A = 1, and  if ||(oJ| = l 
for all j e J , I ç.] constitu tes an  orthonorm al basis.J 2 jeJ
Proof:
By hypothesis, ^  I  ( / ,  ̂ . ) " = | /  f  for all /  e .
Hence, if = 0 for all je J ,  th en  | / |ĵ  = 0 so th a t /  = 0.
Therefore, span \(p }= !K .  It rem ains to show th a t \< p \  is an
j e J  ’  '
orthonorm al set .
For any ieJ,
' 4  = lkir +
J ^ J  j e J J e JJ*i J*i
Since || f  =1 we get th a t X|(^/>^y)f = ® , i.e., [%,(Pj) = 0, ;  j e  J .
J * i
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Therefore, is an  orthonorm al set th a t spans J {  and  it constitu tes
an  orthonorm al basis for 7{ .
■
Let u s  now introduce the “pre-frame operator. ”
Definition;
If {<Pj]. J is a  frame in Of , then  its associated Pre-frame operator F is 
the linear operator from Of to P{J)  defined by
It follows from (I) th a t
| J 7 f  = £ | ( ' y ) , f  = £ | { / , ^ , ) f i  B | | / f
j Ĵ
Therefore, F is  bounded. The adjoint F 'o f  F  is easy to com pute. In fact.
( f * c , / )  = {c ,Ff) = ^ C j ( F f ) .  = ^ ( / , (Pj) = ' Z S  {<Pj, / )  =
J s J  J e J  J e J
for all /  e y r .  Hence,
F 'c = Y.C j 9, (III)
j e J
a t least in the weak sense (in fact, the series in (III) converges in norm , 
[see Appendix B2]).
Since 11F* I = j| F j| we have th a t | F'cll < || c ||. And, in view of
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J e J
the fram e condition (I) can  therefore be rew ritten as
A I d <  F'F  < B I d  . (IV)
In particu lar, th is implies th a t F'F  is invertible, in view of the  following 
elem entary lemma, whose proof we omit.
Lemma 4.2:
If a  positive bounded linear operator S o n  J f  is bounded below by a 
strictly positive co n stan t a , th en  S is  invertible and  its inverse S-^ is 
bounded by a  - L
Now, from (IV) and  the above lem m a we have th a t | (F'F)"' || < A'' . 
Furtherm ore,
B'' Id < (f'F)-' < A-' Id (V)
In fact, we already have || (F*F)"‘ || < A"' . On the o ther hand , since
II II -  ^  ’
I / 1 = II (F 'F )(F 'F )- '/ II < II F'F III {F'Fy' f  | < b | {F'Fy^f  |
hence,
B-‘| / |  < I (F 'F )- '/1  ^ A-' | / |  .
Given th a t the inequality holds for all f  e j T  we obtain the  inequalities 
in (V).
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By applying the operator ( f ’f )  to the vectors one obtains a 
new family of vectors, which we will denote by p. :
% -  f j ■
The new family [ f j ] . j tu rn s  ou t to be a  frame as well.
Definition:
The operator F'F is called the Frame operator  associated  to the frame 
Proposition 4.3:
The constitu te a  frame w ith fram e bounds B'^ and  A'^,
B " | / | | ’ s I | { / , # , ) f s A - ' | / f  (VI)
Moreover, the  associated pre-fram e operator F :
(Ff). = {f ,Çj) J, is such  th a t F' F = F' F = Id and  FF'  = F F' is the
orthogonal projection operator of l (̂J) onto Range(F) = Range(F).
Proof:
We recall th a t if S is a  bounded operator w ith inverse S a n d  if S' = S, 
then  (5“‘)‘ = 5"'.
Therefore, from
(/,^v)=(/,(F*F)-'f,,)= ((F*F)-'/,f,,)
we obtain
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j ^ J  j e J
-  ( (F 'F )  / ,  F 'F (F 'F )  -7 ) =  ( (F 'F )  ‘ 7 ,  /  ) (VII)
From (V) and (VII) it follows th a t B'' ||/||^ ^  'll/|l ' > so th a t
constitu tes a  frame. Moreover, (VII) implies th a t F'F = (F 'F )" '.
We omit the elem entary (but technical) proof th a t Range (F ) = Range ( F ) 
and  th a t F  (respectively F) is a  one-to-one m apping from J-[ onto the 
Range(F ) = Range(F) w ith inverse F* (respectively F").
Definition:
The family {  ̂ is called the “dual fra m e” of  ̂ .
It can  be easily checked th a t the dual fram e of { ç j ] .  ̂ is the original 
frame .
The previous conclusions can  be expressed in  a  less ab s trac t form. 
Namely, F* F  = F* F = Id is equivalent to saying th a t
/ =  = Z ( /,# y > y  (VIII)
J ^ J  J e J
In fact,
/  = F 'F /  = %](^)^9,^=
J e J  J e J
and, on the o ther hand,
/  = F 'F /  = %;(Fr)yfy= ,
J e J  J e J
hence (VIII) follows.
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This m eans th a t /  can be reconstructed  from the [f,<Pj) ’s and  its
reconstruction  form ula is given by (VIII). Furtherm ore, (VIII) gives us  a 
form ula for w r i t in g /a s  a  superposition of the <pj’s.
Now, since fram es, even tight fram es, are generally NOT bases (the 
Çj's are typically not linearly independent), given a  function / there may
exist m any different expansions as superpositions of the  <Pj’s. The 
im portance of the fram es lies in the fact th a t the coefficients are
the most economical. This resu lt is given in  detail in the following 
proposition.
Proposition 4.4:
If f  = ^Cj (pj  for some c={Cj) . ĵ e P { J )  and  not all c. are equal to
{ f,(Pj ) th en
j e J  j e J
Moreover, if su ch  c={Cj)j^j e 1 {̂J) exists, then
, \ ' '  ' J  ! J \
j e J  j e J  j e J
Proof: [see Appendix B3]
Proposition 4.4 yields ano ther im portant resu lt. In fact, if we focus our 
atten tion  on the ç, 's in the first half of (VIII), we see th a t we m ay have
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non-uniqueness there as well. That is, there m ay exist o ther families
su ch  th a t /  = «y • Then, by Proposition 4.4,
j e J
Z  I (  )  I -  Z  I (  )  I for all g e y f  .
J e J  J e J
Finally, keeping in m ind th a t (p. = ( f ' f )  ' cpj, (VIII) gives u s  a  
reconstruction  form ula for /  using  the (/,<»y) ’s. Thus, we only need to 
com pute the  (pj, w hich involves inverting th e  fram e operator F'F , [7].
4.1 Bounded Unconditional Bases (Riesz Bases) And Fram es 
Let be a  frame. From this point on S will denote the frame
operator F*F associated  w ith j -
Proposition 4.1.1:
The removal of a  vector from a  frame leaves either a  fram e or an  
incom plete set. In particular,
is a  frame.
( )= 1 =) is incomplete.
Proof: [see Appendix B4]
Definition:
A fram e is exact if it ceases to be a  frame w henever any single
elem ent is deleted from the sequence.
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Corollary 4.1.2:
If is an  exact frame then , and  are biorthogonal,
i-e,(%, )=<L
Proof:
If is an  exact fram e Proposition 4.1.1 implies th a t   ̂= 1
for all m and, according to the proof of Proposition 4.1.1,
)=OfbrallM#m. Then, ( ç„, 5 " .
■
A family is a  “Riesz B a s is ” or a  “bounded unconditional
b a s is ” for Tf  if there is bounded invertible operator U: -> J f  and  an
orthonorm al basis for J f  su ch  th a t U% = .
Equivalently, [9„]̂ f̂̂  is a  Riesz basis for J {  if and  only if is
complete in J {  and  there exist co nstan ts  A’, B’>0 such  th a t
< B '^ l  c„ I for all finite sequences of scalars {c„}.
Also, is a  Riesz basis if 0 < inf ||ç3„|| < sup||%|| < oo and  the series'ïsN MEN
/  = converges unconditionally for all / ,  i.e., every perm uta tion  of
neN
the series converges (hence the expression “bounded unconditional 
basis”).
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It is easy to show th a t if is a  Riesz basis  then , is a
frame. In fact, by definition of Riesz basis there exist a  bounded 
invertible operator U: jTf -> fC (i.e., U is linear, bijective, continuous and 
U-i is continuous) and  an  orthonorm al basis for JC su ch  th a t
U = % . Therefore, for all f  e H  we have th a t
1 1  ( / . f t  )f  = Z  K > r = E I  ( ̂ '/.A , ) f „ r„ . 1 u - f  f .
weN neN  «eN  "
On the other hand , since U is a  topological isom orphism  we have that.
t/*'
- 1
Then, by setting A=|  ̂ t/' J and  B = ||[ / j / ,  one obtains th a t
A i / i r s z K / . f t > r s B | | / i -  
and  it follows th a t is a  frame.
Theorem 4.1.3:
Let be a  frame. The following are equivalent:
1- is a  Riesz basis for H .
2- is an  exact frame.
3- is m inimal, i.e., for all m„ .
4- has  a  unique biorthogonal sequence in H  , nam ely.
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5- If =0 in y f  for a  sequence of scalars then  c„ -  0 for all «.
Proof:
Let be a  frame.
[(1) =>(2 )]
If is a  Riesz basis, there exist an  orthonorm al basis and  a
topological isom orphism  U: J {  such  th a t U% = e„; therefore, the 
removal of any vector from the frame is equivalent to the  removal of a  
vector from which leaves an  incom plete set. Therefore, is
an  exact frame.
[(2) = > ( 1)]
Let u s  show is a  bounded unconditional basis for J { .
Assum e is an  exact frame with bounds A, B. From Corollary
4.1.2 and  are biorthogonal. So for every m fixed,
neN
so th a t A < ||^„ f .
On the other hand,
I k  i r = I ( f . 'f '. > r  z  I ( f '. .% ) r  ^
and |7 „ | |7 b .
Hence, A < | 7 ^ | | 7 b and  is bounded in  norm.
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It rem ains to show th a t  is an  unconditional basis. For th a t we
only need to prove th a t for all f  e j f  the rep resen ta tion  form ula 
/  = 9„ is unique.
neN
Suppose /  = for some {c„7^€/ ' (N) then,
MeN
( / ,  ) = ( z  9, ) = Z  , ^ " k  ) = for all m.
\ n s N  /  «eN
From the above it follows th a t {<p\ „ is an  unconditional basis for J {  .
)  n e N
[(2) ^ (3 )]
Suppose by contradiction th a t is not m inim al th en  there exists
such  th a t e span {cp̂ }, i.e., there exists a  sequence (o | c  span{<p„}
«*»>„ -isti
such  th a t lim0, =0 . Moreover,
j-y<c J ’
F
= Z  % > for e a c h ; (X)
k = - N j
Now, since is a  fram e /  = Z ( / ’‘̂ 'V„>9’« for all / e / f . In
neN
particular, from Proposition 4.1.1 one obtains th a t
«eN «eN
«eN
n^mr.
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(XI)
«eN
On the o ther hand.
k = ~ N
k̂niQ
k = - N ,
k*nia
so th a t
n - - M
n^njo
n - - M  k = ~ N j
«̂ '«0 A:̂«io
/t=-/y
k * m .
M
ly
Now, if we take the  limit as M -> o o , from (X) and  the  fact th a t /■„; is an  
exact frame, it follows th a t
Z  "  z
« e N
n^Wy
k=̂-Nj 
N
Z  %veN
•: = -Nj 
:*m„
F
o ,
k*mn
then, taking the limit as oo yields
«eN
n*mn
and  from (XI) it follows th a t =0 so th a t {<P^,S w hich is a
contradiction. Therefore, is minimal.
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[(3) ^ (4)]
Since is m inim al, Proposition 4.1.1 implies th a t ( 1
(otherwise for all m, is a  frame and, therefore, complete). Then,
from the proof of Proposition 4.1.1 we see th a t
(p„, 5'"‘p„^ = 0 for all «Ti/K
so th a t
for all M,AM.
It only rem ains to show tha t, u n d er the above condition,  ̂ is
unique in J{ .
Assum e to the contrary there exists a  sequence in Of  such  th a t
( f t. S,  and  for some index n ,. Let
■ ( x n )
Clearly A 0 and,
( ) - (  = 0 
for all n. T hat is, h is orthogonal to the set {p«} . Since {p^j is a
frame it is complete so th a t A = 0 w hich contradicts (XII). Therefore, 
"Clique.
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[(4) =^(5)]
Let e /^be such  th a t - Given th a t S is a  topological
«eN
isom orphism  we have th a t Z^« S~̂<P„ =0. Therefore, one obtains th a t for
«eN
all m
0 = ( E ^ «  ' 9n)^  Y^n {S~'(P„,<P„) = Y^n n̂n, = '
\  « e N  /  « e N  « e N
[(5) =>(2)]
From Proposition 4.1.1 we know th a t the removal of a  vector from a 
frame leaves either a  frame or an  incom plete set. We m u st show th a t for 
all m, is an  incom plete set.
A ssum e to the contrary  th a t there exists m such  th a t is a  frame.
Then, for all f  e j {  ,
n̂m
In particu lar, <p^^Y  ) <P„ or <p„, ~ Y { 9 „ , ,  ) % = 0 .
1 n - m
Letting it is ^lear that e /  and
E % = 0. Then, by hypothesis, c„=0 ,  for all « w hich is a
« eN
contradiction. Therefore, is incom plete for all m an d  is an
exact frame.
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The theory of Riesz bases and  fram es goes m uch fu rther th an  w hat 
we have presented  here. We conclude th is chap ter w ith a  couple of 
rem arks.
1- As a  consequence of Theorem 4.1.3, we note th a t if
is a  fram e b u t NOT a  Riesz basis, there exist non-zero sequences 
(cJneN G such  th a t 'YjC^cp„=Q. Therefore any function /eZ^(lR) can  be
ogN
w ritten as / =  ) + c„jç?„, i.e., /  has  m any represen tations as
MEN
superpositions of the  frame elem ents.
2- It is im m ediate th a t an  inexact fram e canno t be a basis 
for, by definition, there is an  w such  th a t is a  frame, and  hence
complete, while no su b se t of a  basis can  be complete.
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CHAPTER 5
THE WAVELET TRANSFORM 
The theory of wavelets allows u s  to decom pose a  function as  a 
linear com bination of some basic functions of elem entary form, nam ely 
“w a ve le ts”, which are generated by transla tions and  dilations of one 
single function, the “mother w a ve le t”. It tu rn s  ou t th a t the wavelet 
transform  decom poses th e  function into different scales w ith different 
levels of resolution.
5.1 C ontinuous Wavelet Transform
Definition:
Let I// e ( E ) . The function y/ is said to be a  m other wavelet or an  
analyzing wavelet provided it satisfies
C,„ = 2^
I'-
<03 .
kl
The above condition is called the  adm issibility condition and  is 
equivalent to saying th a t y/ h as  zero average, i.e., dt = 0.
40
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Then, for all real num bers  a and  b w ith a # 0 ,  the  continuous 
wavelet transform  of a  function /w i th  respect to \i/ is defined as
[/](a, b) = j/W (y ,^W  dx , (I)
where,
= 1- (H)
' a  V Û /
Thus, the  wavelet transform  of /  a t scale a and  position b is 
com puted by convo lv ing /w ith  = a t x = b . Large values
of I a I correspond to sm all frequencies, sm all values of | a | correspond to
high frequencies. By changing the  param eter b we move the location 
center of Given th a t y/ h as  zero average, a  wavelet coefficient
b) m easures the  correlation of /  with respect to in a
neighborhood of b whose size is proportional to a, hence giving a  time- 
frequency description of / .  Therefore, wavelets can  be used  to “zoom-in” 
on very sho rt lived high frequency phenom ena such  a s  singularities. 
Theorem 5.1.1: [Inversion formula]
If /eZ/ (M) and  y/ is an  analyzing wavelet then.
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It is easy to see th a t the continuous wavelet transform  is a 
continuous transform ation from l / R )  into [7], preserving
the inner product u p  to a  constant. If y/ is norm alized so th a t = I the
transform ation becom es an  isometry.
It is im portan t to note tha t, in m ost practical applications, the 
m other wavelet is assum ed  to vanish  a t ±00 ; therefore, the dom ain of the 
continuous wavelet transform  is extended to a  larger class of functions 
o ther th an  Z,^(R). For fu ture reference we will in troduce the family of 
Meyer wavelets.
5.2 Meyer Wavelets 
A Meyer wavelet is a  frequency band-lim ited function whose Fourier 
transform  is sm ooth. This wavelet is defined by com bining positive and  
negative frequencies and  a  few phase factors. Namely,
(Inr'-i sin(f..(x|^|_i)) fo r  |̂ |
3 ' ' 3
|^| < y
0 otherwise
where v is a  or C” function satisfying
« ■ 1:
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and
k(x) + */(!-%) = I 
The regularity of xj/ is the  sam e as  th a t of v .
Figures 5.1 and  5.2 show the graphs of y/ and  , respectively, for the 
choice v(%) (3 5 -  84% + 70%̂  -  20%̂  ) on [0, 1].
0.8
0.4
0.2
•2 1.5 -0.5 0 0.5 1.5 2
Figure 5.1 - M odulus of the Meyer wavelet associated  to 
the auxiliary function v show n above
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0.5
-0,5
Figure 5.2 - Time dom ain represen tation  of the  m other Meyer 
wavelet y/ associated to v
R e m a rk : If e  C  (R) is  c h o s e n  so  t h a t  r e s t r ic te d  to  [0,1] is  a
p o ly n o m ia l t h e n  i t  c a n  b e  s h o w n  t h a t  th e  p o ly n o m ia l m u s t  b e  o f o d d
d e g re e , n a m e ly  2 p  + \ ,  a n d  fo r u n iq u e  c o e ff ic ie n ts  [b ,̂ b̂ , ....., w e h a v e
th a t
k = 0
Some exam ples [10] are:
v {̂x) = x^{T,-2x),
Vj (%) = (10 - 1  5a: -I- 6x^  ) ,
V3( a )  = x " (3 5 - 8 4 x  +  7 0 a '  - 2 0 a ' ) ,
fo r 0 < A <  1 .
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5.3 The Discrete Wavelet Transform  
The next step is to discretize the wavelet transform  so th a t the 
resulting  set constitu tes a  frame. Therefore, a  function /  e i '(R )  will be 
completely determ ined by its discrete wavelet coefficients.
For convenience, the scale param eter a is considered to be positive. 
The discretization of the dilation param eter is given by a = ai where y e Z 
and  a„>l is the fixed dilation step. Moreover, the discretization of the 
location param eter is accom plished by uniform ly sam pling b a t intervals 
proportional to the  scale ai as  high frequency wavelets need to be 
transla ted  by sm all steps in order to cover the  whole tim e range, while 
lower frequency wavelets need to be tran sla ted  by larger steps.
Then the  discrete collection of wavelets is given by
¥j,kW  = 4 ^  ¥ { a l 'x -k b ^ ) j ,k & Z  
Suitable choices oi y / , and  [7] will lead to fram es of wavelets. 
Therefore in order to reconstruct /  from its  wavelets coefficients, we need 
to obtain  the dual frame j [see C hapter 4j. According to the
definition, where F*F is the  fram e operator
associated to .
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A lthough an  infinite num ber of needs to be calculated, the
com putation can  be reduced. In fact, let D” and  T" be the  operators 
defined by
D’”f{x) = a/'f(a~'”x) and  T" f{x) = f { x - n b j , 
respectively. Since for every /w e  have th a t
it follows th a t
( F 'F ) [ B - / ]  = Z ( ^ V . r , , ) » ' „  (IV)
J M
where
(0Wj,k(0dt = y/.^( / )dt = J/(m)a/^ y/^,{a'^u)du
= | / ( m)  «0^ « 0 -  kb )̂du =  J / ( m)  O o ^  y/{ai''̂ ~'"̂ u -  kb^) c/m
= j/(w ) («) (A, = ( / ,  )
SO that (IV) becom es
(F 'F ) [ D - / ]  = I ( / ,« '„ . .u > « ', . -  (VI
A*
On the o ther hand , we have th a t
D - [ (F -F ) /]  = y ( / , ^ , , ) D > „ ,  = X ( / , . (VI)
B ut
j,k j,k
- m /  _ m /
(A:) = Oo (^0": )̂ = ÜQ /'Og
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so th a t  from (V) an d  (VI) it follows th a t
D" = = ( r F ) [ D - / ] .
j , k  j . k
Therefore, since (F*f) com m utes with the dilation operator D" , so does 
( f* f )  . In particu lar, since
' ĵ,k(x) = a/^y/{al^x-kb^) = ,
we have th a t
= (F 'F )" ' [ z y rV ]  = D" ( F 'F ) '  T V
so th a t
That is, com puting the dual fram e com es down to com puting the
family [ÿ , , ] .
Note: Since it can  be verified th a t the transla tion  operator T” does not 
com m ute with the frame operator, the com putation of the  dual fram e (in 
the general case) cannot be simplified any further.
Remark: In practice the scaling step is chosen to be â  = 2 , so we go from 
one scale to the  next by doubling or halving the transla tion  step; and
=1 so that y/jj^(x)-2 ^  x - k ^  j ,  k e Z .
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CHAPTER 6
THE CONTINUOUS RIDGELET TRANSFORM 
Let T =\ ŷ = {a,u,b)\ a,6eR,o>0,weS"'"'} be a  param eter space, where
a>0 denotes a  scaling factor, u e S ‘~' an  orientation and  6 eE  a  location. 
Given a  function (y :R->R we write y/ {̂x) = for each y = {a, u,b)€T
and  consider th e  m easure ju{dy)-.=-^^ajdudb, w here is the  surface
area of the u n it sphere 5 “'“' in dim ension d and  du is the  uniform  
probability m easure on S^~\ We will always assum e th a t  :R->R 
belongs to the Schwarz space J(R). The con tinuous Ridgelet transform  
is defined as  follows [4].
Definition:
A function (y:R-*R is called an  adm issible function if it satisfies the 
condition
F  = (I)
A “ridge” function y/̂  generated by an  adm issible y/ is called a  Ridgelet  
[Figure 6.1].
48
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Note th a t if y/ is concentrated in the interval [-F ,F ], the  ridgelet 
y/̂  (a) = y/ iç - a  supported in  the strip  |  a e M'' : |w • a -  è| < Fa | .
So now we can define the Ridgelet Transform.
Definition;
Given /  the  Ridgelet Transform of f  a.t y s Y  is defined as
^ i f X r ) = ( f ,< k
Remark: It is not h ard  to show that, for the adm issibility
condition (I) is equivalent to the requirem ent of vanishing m om ents:
Jr*y/{t)dt=0 Æe|o, 1, 1) [see Appendix C 1 ]
Note th a t the num ber of vanishing m om ents grows linearly w ith the 
dim ension d.
Figure 6 .1 -  A typical ridgelet function.
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Theorem 6.1; [Inversion formula]
Suppose th a t /  and  /  are in If y/is adm issible then
/  = M(dr) , (II)
where =n{lny'^ F ; ' .
Proof:
Let R J  be the Radon transform  o f / i n  the direction u e 5"'"', i.e.,
x u - l
With a  slight change in  notation we now let {y.(A) = and
y / {x )^ y / { -x ) . We also let %.»(6) = [(ÿ^*F^/] (6) and
1= \ { f  ,¥r)y^rix) Midy) .
By using  Fubini’s theorem , we have
{ f ’V'r)^ jf{x)y/^{x)dx = j f { x ) y / y u  x -b )dx
r‘̂
~ I  f ix )  {s)0{s - {u-x-b) )  ds dx
= ^ f ix ) 5 { s - { u  -x-b))dx\y /ys)ds
R U'^
=  j  ^f i x ) S { { s y - b ) - u - x ) dx ' y / y s ) d s  =
R  U ' '
= | f „ /(s + 6) v^„(s)c/s =[v^„*F „/](6) = ft)̂  „(6) ,
so that.
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1= \¥ai^-x-b)(o„ y b ) - ^ c 7 j d u d b .
Since / e l  (R ) and  R ^ f - f { ^ u ) ,  [see Appendix C2|, it follows th a t
F ^ e lX R " ) .
Therefore,
1= \¥a*[¥a*Ruf~\iM-X)^CT,du.
Now, since * F „ /]e l '(R )  and  its one-dim ensional Fourier
transform  is given by
a\ 1̂ 7(^m) , [see Appendix C3], 
the inverse Fourier transform  yields
But y/ is real valued, so th a t y/{-^) -  y/{4) and
7 = ̂  Je " 7 (^w) a y/{a^) 1 ^  a,  du d^  .
Thus, by Fubini and  (I) one obtains
1
/ = - J g '^ ' 'V ( ^ » ) { | |P w
= -L l: f e ' ' ' '7 ( t ) d t  = lA :/2 ;r) ''/(A )
TT ^ J 7T ^
for all zeR"'. Hence,
f  = [_7:{l7ty‘ ,y/^)y/^ p{dy)=c^ \[f ,y/^)y/^p{dy)  ,
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as we w anted to show.
■
Remark: From the above proof we can  see th a t Ridgelet analysis becomes 
a  one dim ensional wavelet analysis in the Radon dom ain. This 
characteristic  m akes Ridgelets w ell-suited for dealing w ith functions 
sm ooth away from linear singularities.
Theorem 6.2: [Parseval relation]
Assum e th a t / e X ' a n d  y/ adm issible. Then,
where ^n{lny^ K f  
Proof:
As in the  proof of Theorem 6.1 let co^yb)- y /^ *R J^[b ) .  Then one 
obtains th a t
= ^\co^ybi\ - ^ c j j d u d b
and  by Fubin i’s theorem  it follows th a t
(A)f o-d du db = ||ry , „ |[  ^ a ^ d u .  ( Ill)  
Since „ is the convolution between two integrable functions, it is itself 
integrable. Moreover,  ̂ e l '(R ) w ith ^ || / 1| 11| 2 [see Appendix
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C4]. Therefore, its Fourier transform  is well defined and
Now, applying Plancherel’s theorem  along w ith F ubin i’s and  the 
adm issibility condition (I) we have th a t
2 da
J
I t:
_ 2_
2t:
= d b ^ - ^  C7,du C7, du d^
j  j  f i ^u)
* (f>4
 ̂ da~^ <x ,dud^
We have shown th a t
so th a t
= t:K~^ {2t:Y‘ K d y )
Rem ark: By norm alizing y/ so th a t c^= l, th e  above resu lt shows th a t
there is a  linear transform ation î^ :x '(R ‘̂ )-»L '(r,y/(dx)), the  Ridgelet  
Transform, w hich is an  X ' -isom etry and  whose restriction  to X ' n X ' ( R ‘')  
satisfies:
(IV)
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Proposition 6.3: [Generalized Parseval relation]
Let / ,  g €X'(R‘') . Then
( / , g ) =  Cy j(^(/)(y) ‘K.igXr) n id  r) . (V)
Proof:
It is sufficient to prove the property for V n Y ( R ‘ ) ,  for it is a  dense 
subspace of .
Let f ,  g e V  r \ Y { R ‘ ) . By using  Fubini’s theorem , (I) and  Plancherel we 
have th a t
j ' !R.i f) ir)R.ig)ir)  nidy)  = j{f ,<yy){g,<ny)Midy)
= \ [ ÿ a * R j ' ]  (b) [y^ ,*R ,g](b )-~a^ dud b
= J ( k *  K f ’ ¥a * K g )  ^
1 r ^  ̂ tin
= —  fi^u)g{^u) a y/ia^) dud^
ITT J a
\ f i ^ u ) g { ^ u ) ^ ‘- ' d ^ d u  = c ; ‘ ( / , g )
■
To delve deeper into the significance of the inversion form ula, let 
u s  now consider some im portant resu lts  on the  convergence of truncated  
ridgelet expansions. To th a t effect let g > 0 and  consider
T ̂ - \ ^ y - { a , u , b ) \ E  < a < e ~ \ u  e  S ‘‘~ \ b & R  } c  F ,
then  we have the following result.
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Proposition 6.4:
Let / a nd | = K ¥ y ) \   ̂ • Then, for all g>0,
a^.y^{y)eL}{Y,p{dy)).
Proof:
Given th a t * R„f  ] {b) = „(A) , it follows by Fubini th a t
\\oCy\n{dy)= \\co^, ,{b)\-^a,dudb = f||ry,„ ||-^cr^dM  (VI) 
r! « r:"
b u t ||£9„ „ I, ^ I t i 'J 1 1 / 11 = Ik  11 1 / 11 [see Appendix 05] so th a t  (VI) yields
\ \ K \ K d y ) < < T , \ f i [  I k l i , = ^ 7 | / | | , l k l l ,  f
da
—  <  CO
From the proposition above it follows th a t for any /  eZ ‘(R‘') ,  the 
definition
m akes sense due to the fact th a t |  i// ĵ  ̂ is uniform ly 1 “ bounded on . 
Theorem 6.5:
Assum e / ,  g e l ‘n l ' ( R ‘')  and  y/ is adm issible. Then
1. / . e l ' ( R ' ' ) and  
2-
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Proof:
Let = and  define / /  as follows:
/ /  = Cy j { f *< i > ; i , ¥ r ) ¥ r  n i dy )  (VII)
Let u s  show th a t / /  e l '  (M'') .
From the  properties of the  Radon Transform  it is clear th a t
K ( f * ^ x )  = Kf*Ru^x  and  = [see Appendix C6]. On
the o ther hand , from the properties of the  Fourier transform  and  the 
resu lts  obtained in Appendix C2 we have th a t
f  =7(^«) .
Using the sam e argum ent u sed  for the proof of Theorem  6.1, we get
/ / W  j  ¥ a i u - x - b ) \ j / ^ * R J * R J , ^ { b )  - ^ a . d u d b  
j  ¥ a * [ ¥ a * R u f * R u ^ x ] i u - x ) ^ a , d u .
r,
= c
ueS“
Now by using  the one-dim ensional Inverse Fourier transform , the resu lts  
of Appendices [C2] and  [C6] and  Fubin i’s theorem  we obtain
£< a < € '
u e S
C
In
J  I I' ?(^w)
ê a'̂ e' 
«65''-', ̂ eR
i.e.
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/ / w = —  I7T J . 4ê â s
u e S "
fX)
Next if ^ ^ 0 ,
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where (| ^ |) = J" ' '| (y(t) ^ , then  it is clear th a t c^(| ^ ^  1 ̂  ■ Now,
letting X=|^|m we obtain.
/ / ( x )  = - ^  J j'*"  c ^ ( | | l | | ) 7 ( l ) d l  = j k * '  ] c ^ i l k ^ f { k ) d k
Hence, / /  is the inverse Fourier transform  of an  X' elem ent and  then
Now let u s  prove th a t / /  /  pointwise and  in X'(R‘') . Let as R ''. Then
so th a t
| / / W - / . W |  ^ ¥ y ) \¥ r \n { d r )
< sup I y/̂  (a)| ^ \ \ ¥ a * ( K f *  K<Px -  ̂ „ / ) ]  ib) I p{dy)  
and, by Fubin i’s theorem  and the fact th a t | y/  ̂(a)| = k ( ^ ^ ) |  ^ a"^ || y /1| ,̂
it follows th a t
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7 / w - / , w |
= Cy g
r'
-X
e
r '
y^L  j  \ \ ¥ a * ( K f * K < t > X - R u f %  - ^ ( X . d u
e  S ' ' - '
£■“*
^ II (^L  j  j l k "  11,11 II, -fiix^ddu ,
£ s‘’
th a t is,
| / / w - / w |  ^  I I  ^  1 1 ^  j l k J I ,  ; &  \ \ R J * K ^ x - K f \ ,  ( X , d u
E 5 ‘'" ‘
f“'
= " , "■'* I k l l .  Ikll. J ;* K  1 1 ' ( . / ' " A - " . / 1 ,  (vn ii
£ s''-'
= ‘̂ (^ ) lk lL  Ikll, j  | k . / * ^ A - - R « / | | ,  ^ddu.
Sd- \
Since for each u fixed the set is an  approxim ate identity in X‘(R),
[see Appendix C7] it follows th a t || R^f - R ^ f  ||̂  ->^0^. Moreover, from 
Appendix C4 and  (II) we have th a t
||f . / . F > , - F . / [ <  | | s . / . F A [ + | | j i . / [ £  2 | | s . / [  < 2 ll/ll, 
SO th a t the dom inated convergence theorem  yields
J  \Ruf*Ru4>x-Ruf\^ (Xjdu -^0 as À ^ O .
S ' ' - '
Now from (VIII) we obtain
I / / - / J I  ^ 0  as  4 ^ 0 .  (IX)
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On the o ther hand , since
k"*" (II k ||)7(t) < c, (II k II) f{k) for all X
and,
c X k ||) /W  -> c X k ||)? W  pointwise as A ^ O ,
by the dom inated convergence theorem  one obtains th a t
k"*'kk||A:||)/(A:) -> ^,(11^11)/^ as A ^O .
Therefore, given th a t the Fourier Transform  is an  isom etry it follows th a t
c ,7  i n r ( R " )
so th a t from (IX) we get th a t /  ={2tt) T  c^f . And, by com pleteness.
/  e Ü  (M‘' ). Finally, since
dk
and  0 < < 1 is su ch  th a t c^(|^ |)->  1 , it follows th a t
f e - f ■0 as  £-^0
so th a t
-/II2 ->0 as  £->0
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CHAPTER 7
THE DISCRETE RIDGELET TRANSFORM
From the previous chap ter it is clear th a t the  ridgelet coefficient 
^ ( /) (7 )  is the one-dim ensional wavelet coefficient of F „ / (the Radon 
Transform  o f / ) .  Therefore the theory of ridgelets is closely related to the 
Radon transform  theory as  well as  to the  theory of ro ta tion  and  scaling of 
functions. These are some of the reasons as  to why there  is no simple 
definition of the transform ation in  the discrete case. Nevertheless, the 
definition of the discrete Ridgelet transform  [9] th a t  we are abou t to 
p resen t bears  a  strong analogy with the  continuum  case.
From th is  point, and  given the  n a tu re  of our application, we will be 
referring to the  resu lts  of the two dim ensional case. Thus, the inpu t for 
the discrete ridgelet transform  will be an  » by » array  I{u,v) where
Let ¥j,kid) be the discrete Meyer wavelet w here < t
m = 2n , 0 < 7 < l o g /m )  and  0 < k  < 2 \  Following the definitions in C hapter 3 
let 0  = 0, u  ©2 where
: < .= a r c ta n ( % ) , /e Z ,
60
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and
» , = { « , ; .  : C  =  ^ - a f c t a n ( 2 % ) , / s Z ,  j
Then, assum ing  n is given we define the  digital ridgelets a s  follows. 
Definition:
A digital ridgelet is an  n by « array  defined as
v) = J.v)
and  (I)
Pv.*.2.,(w,v) = Xv+tan(^,\)u)
where 0< y  < log2(m), 0< k <2^ and  < / < ^ .
To simplify the notation let u s  denote A = {j,k,s,l)  and  A  the set of
all those quads.
From (I) the  relationship between the Discrete Ridgelet transform  
and the Discrete S lant S tack (Radon) transform  becom es evident. As in 
the definition of the DSS, the choice of m = 2n is m ade to accom plish 
geometric faithfulness and  avoid w rap-around artifacts.
We will now p resen t the definition of the  Discrete Ridgelet 
transform .
Definition:
The Discrete Ridgelet transform  is the one dim ensional Meyer wavelet 
transform  in t of the S lant Stack transform , namely,
(317)0,*,^,/) = (H)
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where (•, ) denotes the  inner p roduct in the t -variable.
That is, we go from the image dom ain to the Radon dom ain by 
m eans of the  Discrete S lant S tack transform  and  there  we apply the one 
dim ensional Meyer wavelet transform  to each colum n of SI{t ; s,l). 
Hence, the m ap of Ridgelet coefficients looks as  follows [Figure 7.1].
s = 1 s =2
j=3
j=4
j=5
j=6
Figure 7.1 -  Map of ridgelet coefficients.
We observe th a t the Discrete Ridgelet transform  takes an  in p u t array  of 
size n by n to produce an  o u tp u t of size 2n  by 2n.
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CHAPTER 8
IMPLEMENTATION REMARKS AND ALGORITHM 
In th is  chap ter we will p resen t an  outline of the algorithm  
im plem enting the Discrete Ridgelet Transform  (DRT). Furtherm ore, the 
actual source code im plem entation of the m ost im portan t functions 
involved in  the com putation will also be provided.
As defined in C hapter 7 [(II)] given an  « by « array  /(w,v), the 
D iscrete Ridgelet transform  of I{u,v) is the one dim ensional wavelet 
transform  of the colum ns in SI{k;s,l) (its discrete S lan t S tack transform ). 
The first step tow ards the com putation of the DRT is the com putation of 
the discrete S lant S tack of the image.
According to equation (IV) in C hapter 3
k /L P F /C ,/)  forPe© 2 
To unify the  notation  let u s  denote
<Ff . P  <//(., I) for s = 1 so th a t tan(6*) = 2 / /
SI(- ;£,/)= n
. ? / / ( . , / )  for 5 = 2 so th a t cot(Ô) =
where < / < ^  .
Thus, to com pute the S lant Stack we need to com pute the Pseudo-polar
63
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Fourier transform . Underlying the com putation of the  Pseudo-polar 
Fourier transform  lies a  variation of the DFT, nam ely, the  Fractional 
Fourier transform  whose definition will now be given.
Definition: [(Unaliased) Fractional Fourier Transform] [3]
Given a  vector 7 = J^ /4 .  « e R , the  Fractional Fourier
transform  of Y is given by
^  ,w e Z , '2 -  "  /2
This transform  gives a  version of the DFT based on fractional roots of
unity  instead  of the  u su a l integral roots e .
We will now show the  steps involved in  the com putation of the 
Pseudo-polar Fourier transform  of I{u,v) .
According to the  definition in C hapter 3,
P%I{k, l)  = l ( k  
for < / < ^  , - n < k  <n where I is given by
v=s—'Vl
For convenience, let u s  consider PF  ̂I{k,-l) = l{^y^k  , It is clear th a t 
we can  obtain P î ]  I{k,l) from P f]  /(*,-/) by ju s t  flipping the la tte r vector
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with respect to its center.
Then, for each fixed k , we have th a t
= I '  I ' / ( „ , v )
%-i r X-'
= Z  S  I{u,v)e
«.-%
- 2n i k —
e (I)
Let
^  - 2m k -
Ckiu)^ I{u,v) e " (II)
Clearly, (II) corresponds to symm etrically padding I(u,v) w ith zeros in the 
y-direction and  th en  performing the one dim ensional DFT to each 
colum n (where now each colum n h as  2n elements). Now com bining (I) 
and  (II) we have th a t
P F ,I {k - l )  = l { ^ y k , k ) =  ^ c f u ) e  . (Ill)
Since {cfu)]^ h a s  length n and  < I (III) entails sym m etrically
padding the  vector {ĉ (w)}_̂  to length m=2n, then  calculating its  Fractional
21Fourier transform  w ith factor a  = — and  finally re tu rn in g  only the n
n
central elem ents of its  transform .
Repeating th is  procedure for every k , - n < k  <n,  we obtain all the 
colum ns of P f )  I{k,-l) , therefore, we obtain PP) I{k,l) .
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It is now clear th a t calculating the Pseudopolar Fourier transform  
involves a  series of applications of the conventional DFT along with the 
Fractional Fourier trasnform .
In order to obtain PF^IikJ) we s ta r t with PF^I(k,-l) and  repeat 
the steps above except for the fact th a t the padding of I(u,v) in (II) h as  to 
be perform ed in the x-direction so th a t  the  1-D DFT is applied to each 
row.
Finally, and  according to the  definition in C hapter 3, in order to 
obtain the  Discrete S lant S tack of I(u,v) we need to com pute the 1-D DFT 
to each row of P  F  l(k,l) , i -1,2.
The la st step  tow ards the  com putation of the Discrete Ridgelet 
transform  of I(u,v) is to apply the one dim ensional Meyer wavelet
transform  to each colum n of the 2nx2n m atrix  (Sl)(k-,s,l) ju s t  obtained.
8.1 Source Code For The Algorithm 
In th is  section we provide the m ost significant com ponents of the source 
code (in MFC) th a t im plem ents the algorithm  ju s t  described. The 
program  will be used  later in C hapter 9 to com pare the  perform ance of 
both the  Ridgelet and  Wavelet transform s a t represen ting  images 
containing stra igh t edges. A complete version of the program  can  be 
obtained from th e  au thors.
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The algorithm  for calculating the Ridgelet transform  consists of two 
com putational stages. Namely,
1. The com putation of the forward and  inverse S lant S tack Radon 
transform  is performed in MATLAB 6.5 (R 13) by m eans of the 
algorithm  F ast S lant S tack which is p art of the Beam Lab 200  
toolbox (2002).
Note: Beam lab software is available a t NO CHARGE. It is 
available for download a t
h ttp : /  /  w w w -stat.stanford.edu/_beam lab.
2. Once the S lant S tack is com puted by MATLAB, the  o u tp u t is
dum ped onto the disk so it can  be used  by the application
“Ridgelets.exe” to com pute the forward and  inverse 1-D Meyer
wavelet transform  and, therefore, the Ridgelet transform .
/ * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = * /
/* This codes generates the half Dome of equation */
= */
/*  */
/ * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = * /
// GenerateFunc.cpp: implementation o f the CGenerateFunc class, 
static char TH 1S_F1LE[]=_FILE_;
void CGenerateFunc: :HalfDome(int w, int h)
{
if(w != m width || h != m height)
{
m w id th  = w; 
m h e ig h t = h; 
if(m_Data != NULL)
delete [] m_Data;
m D a ta  = new double[w*h];
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ZeroMemory(m_Data, sizeof(double) * w * h); 
double n_x l, n_x2; 
int x l ,  x2;
double f_s = -2.5, f_e = 2.5; 
for(x2 = 0; x2 < h; x2++) 
for(xl = 0; x l  < w; x l++ )
{
n_x2 = f_s + (double(x2)/double(w))*(f_e-f_s); 
n_xl = f_s + (double(xl)/double(w))*(f_e-f_s);
if(n_x2 < (0.5*n_xl-.5))
m_Data[xH-(h-x2-l)*w] = (255.0*exp( -(n_xl*n_xl) -(n_x2*n_x2) ));
}
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
void CMainFrame::OnDumplmageDataForRT()
/* Dump data for MATLAB to compute the Forward Slant Stack
{
CRidgeletsDoc *pTmpDoc = (CRidgeletsDoc*) GetActiveDocument();
switch(WriteToFile("c:\\ImglN.dat", pTmpDoc->GetlmgData(), 
pT mpDoc->GetImgWidth()))
{
case -1:
case -2:
default:
};
MessageBox("Error while writing to output file!");
return;
break;
MessageBox("No file opened!");
return;
break;
break;
//delete file...
CFile my_DelFile;
if( my_DelFile.Open("C:\\ImgRT.dat",CFile::modeRead, NULL) )
{
my_DelFile.Close();
my_DelFile.Remove("C:\\lmgRT.dat");
CWnd * my cwnd = NULL;
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my_cwnd = FindWindow("SunAwtFrame", "MATLAB");
my_cwnd->SetActiveWindow();
my_cwnd->SetFocus();
my_cwnd->SetCapture() ;
my_cwnd->BringW indowT oT op() ;
my_cwnd->EnableWindow(TRUE);
//Execute the MATLAB routines
my_cwnd->SendMessage(WM_KEYDOWN, 0x00000046, 0x00210001); 
my_cwnd->SendMessage(WM_CHAR, 0x00000066, 0x00210001); 
my_cwnd->SendMessage(WM_KEYXJP, 0x00000046, 0xC0210001);
my_cwnd->SendMessage(WM_KEYDOWN, 0x00000052, 0x00130001); 
my_cwnd->SendMessage(WM_CHAR, 0x00000072, 0x00130001); 
my_cwnd->SendMessage(WM_KEYUP, 0x00000052, OxCO130001);
my_cwnd->SendMessage(WM_KEYDOWN, 0x00000054, 0x00140001); 
my_cwnd->SendMessage(WM_CHAR, 0x00000074, 0x00140001); 
my_cwnd->SendMessage(WM_KEYUP, 0x00000054, OxCO 140001);
my_cwnd->SendMessage(WM_KEYDOWN, OxOOOOOOOD, OxOOlCOOOl); 
my_cwnd->SendMessage(WM_CHAR, OxOOOOOOOD, OxOOlCOOOl); 
my_cwnd->SendMessage(WM_KEYUP, OxOOOOOOOD, OxCOlCOOOl);
for(;;)
{
Sleep(lOOO);
if(ReadFromFile("c:\\lmgRT.dat") != -1) 
break;
}
pTmpDoc->lnitlmgData(m_plnputData, m lnputSize, m lnputSize);
ReleaselnputMemoryO; //Release memory allocated by ReadFromFile().
CRidgeletsView *pTmpView = (CRidgeletsVlew*) GetActiveView() ; 
pT mp V iew->lnvalidate(); 
pT mp V iew->Update WindowO ;
this->SetActiveWindow() ;
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void CMainFrame::OnDumpImgDataForIRT()
/* Dump data for MATLAB to compute the Inverse Slant Stack
{
CRidgeletsDoc *pTmpDoc = (CRidgeletsDoc*) GetActiveDocument(); 
switch(WriteToFile("c:\\lmgRT.dat", pTmpDoc->GetImgData(), 
pTmpDoc->GetlmgWidth()))
{
case -1:
case -2;
default;
};
MessageBox("Error while writing to output file!");
return;
break;
MessageBox("No file opened!");
return;
break;
break;
//delete file...
CFile m yD elF ile ;
if( my DelFile. Open("C : WlmgOUT.dat",CFile : imodeRead, NULL) )
{
m y D e lF  ile .Close() ;
my_DelFile.Remove("C;\\ImgOUT.dat");
}
CW nd * my cwnd = NULL;
my cwnd = FindWindow("SunAwtFrame", "MATLAB");
my_cwnd->SetActiveWindow();
my_cwnd->SetFocus();
my_cwnd->SetCapture();
my_cwnd->BringWindowT oT op() ;
my_cwnd->EnableWindow(TRUE);
my_cwnd->SendMessage(WM_KEYDOWN, 0x00000049, 0x00170001); 
my_cwnd->SendMessage(WM_CHAR, 0x00000069, 0x00170001); 
my_cwnd->SendMessage(WM_KEYUP, 0x00000049, OxCO 170001);
my_cwnd->SendMessage(WM_KEYDOWN, 0x00000052, 0x00130001); 
my_cwnd->SendMessage(WM_CHAR, 0x00000072, 0x00130001); 
my_cwnd->SendMessage(WM_KEYUP, 0x00000052, OxCO 130001);
my_cwnd->SendMessage(WM_KEYDOWN, 0x00000054, 0x00140001); 
my_cwnd->SendMessage(WM_CHAR, 0x00000074, 0x00140001); 
my_cwnd->SendMessage(WM_KEYUP, 0x00000054, OxCO 140001);
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my_cwnd->SendMessage(WM_KEYDOWN, OxOOOOOOOD, OxOOlCOOOl); 
my_cwnd->SendMessage(WM_CHAR, OxOOOOOOOD, OxOOlCOOOl); 
my_cwnd->SendMessage(WM_KEYUP, OxOOOOOOOD, OxCOlCOOOl);
for(;;)
{
Sleep(lOOO);
if(ReadFromFile("c:\\ImgOUT.dat") != -1) 
break;
}
pTmpDoc->lnitImgData(m_plnputData, m lnputSize, m lnputSize); 
ReleaselnputMemoryO ;
CRidgeletsView *pTmpView = (CRidgeletsView*) Get Active View(); 
pT mp V iew->Invalidate(); 
pTmp View->Update WindowO ;
this->SetActiveWindow();
/* Write Data to file */
/*=========================================================*/
int CMainFrame: :WriteToFile(CString fhame, double *pData, int size)
/*
Writes the values pointed by pData to the file
specified by the name o f "fhame". The header information is as follows:
(int) size, (double) value 1,
v a lu e ] ,..., value(size*size). (each row at a time!)
Returns -1 if error occured while opening file!
Returns -2 if  wrong pointer to data to output.
Returns 0 if  everything went ok.
*/
{
FILE *pfile;
pfile = fopen(fhame, "wb");
if(pfile == NULL) 
return -1;
if(pData —  NULL) 
return -2;
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fwrite( &size, sizeof(int), 1, pfile);
for(int y = 0; y<size; y++) 
for(int X = 0; x<size; x++)
fwrite( &(pData[x+y*size]), sizeof(double), 1, pfile);
fclose(pfile);
return 0;
/ * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = * /
/* Read Data from file */
/ * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = * /
int CMainFrame::ReadFromFile(CString fhame)
/*
Reads data files into pData from files created 
by WriteToFileO function. Returns -1 if  error 
opening file, returs -2 if  error allocating memory 
from heap, else 0.
MAKE SURE TO DEALLOCATE MEMORY ALLOCATED TO 
pData WHEN DONE!!!
*/
{
FILE *pfile;
pfile = fopen(fname, "rb");
if(pfile == NULL) 
return -1;
Sleep(lOOO);
fread(&m_InputSize, sizeof(int), 1, pfile);
m_pInputData = new double[m_InputSize*m_InputSize];
if(m_pInputData == NULL) 
return -2;
int X, y;
for(y = 0; y<m_InputSize; y++)
for(x = 0; x<m_InputSize; x++)
fread( &(m_pInputData[x+y*m_InputSize]), sizeof(double), 1, pfile);
fclose(pfile);
return 0;
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/* = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = * /
/* Implementation o f the “Modify Signal on the W avelet domain” */
/* NOTE: The rejection o f coefficients is done using a */
/* two standard deviations threshold */
/ * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = * /
// modify transformed signal dlg. cpp : implementation file 
//
/////////////////////////////////////m
// modify transformed signal dlg dialog
modify_transformed_signal_dlg::modify_transformed_signal_dlg(CWnd* pParent 
/*=NULL*/, wavelet analysis class *wac, 
double *ptr_to_image, int width2, int height], int *pTmpTL)
: CDialog(modify_transformed_signal_dlg::IDD, pParent)
{
m to ta l le v e ls  = pTmpTL; 
wac_ptr = wac;
ptr_to_image_data = p tr to im a g e ;
width = width]; 
height = height];
m v a lu e  = 0.0; 
m tra n sfb rm le v e l = 1 ; 
m_sigma_multiplier = 2.0; 
m_number_of_MSC = 0;
}
/ * -
void modify_transformed_signal_dlg::OnOK()
{
if(ptr_to_image_data == NULL)
CDialog::OnOK();
UpdateData(true);
// SELECTION = Selection o f Most Significant Coefficients 
if(m_MSC_seIection.GetCheck())
{
wac_ptr->WaveIetMostSigCoef(ptr_to_image_data, width, height, 
m_number_of_MSC, ( *m_total_levels)) ;
}
CDialog::OnOK();
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/* Calculation o f the Wavelet transform on Radon Domain */
/* NOTE: 1-D WT on the columns o f the Slant Stack matrix */
/ * = = = = = = = = = = = = = : = = = = = = = = = = : = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = * /
// RadonWaveletCoefSel.cpp : implementation file 
//////////////////////////////////̂ ^^^^^
// RadonWaveletCoefSel dialog
RadonWaveletCoefSel::RadonWaveletCoefSel(CWnd* pParent /*=NULL*/, 
wavelet analysis class *pWAC, double *pImgData, int width, int height, int TrsfLvl)
: CDialog(RadonWaveletCoefSel::IDD, pParent)
{
m S ig m a m u ltip le  = 2.0; 
m_wavelet_level_selection = 1 ; 
m w av e le tm u ltip ly e r = 0.0; 
m N um berO fSigC oef = 0;
m_pImgData = pImgData; 
m Im gW id th  = width; 
m Im gH eigh t = height; 
m_pWAC = pWAC; 
m T rsfL v l = TrsfLvl;
void RadonWaveletCoefSel::OnOK()
{
UpdateData(TRUE) ;
if(m_SelectSigCoef_Radio_Button.GetCheck() == 1)
m_pWAC->WaveletMostSigCoef_RT(m_pImgData, m imgWidth, 
m ImgHeight, m NumberOfSigCoef, m TrsfLvl);
CDialog::OnOK();
}
/*=========================================================*/
/* WAVELET ANALYSIS *!
/*=======================================================*/
int w av e le tan a ly sisc lass  : :COMPUTE_OFF SET (int width, int height, int w id thoffset,
int height offset, int width limit, int height limit)
{
while(width_offset>width_limit-1 ) 
width offset -= width limit;
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}
/ * -
while(width_offset < 0)
width_offset += w id th lim it; 
while(height_offset>height_limit-1 ) 
he igh to ffse t -= heightlim it;
while(height_offset < 0)
height_offset += heightlim it;
return width_offset+height_offset*width;
wavelet_analysis_class::wavelet_analysis_class()
{
scalingsignal = w aveletsignal = NULL; 
scalingfunction = wavelet_function = NULL;
}
/ * -
void wavelet_analysis_class::SetNewCoefficients(double *scaling function in, double 
*wavelet_function_in, int number_of_elements_in_function_in, int signal shift in)
{
if(scaling_signal != NULL)
delete [] scaling_signal;
if(wavelet_signal !=NULL)
delete [] wavelet signal;
if(scaling_function != NULL)
delete [] scaling function;
if(wavelet_function != NULL)
delete [] wavelet function;
scalingfunction = NULL;
w aveletfunction = NULL;
scaling function = new double[number_of_elements_in_function_in];
wavelet function = new double[number_of_elements_in_fimction_in];
number_of_elements_in_fimction = number_of_elements_in_function_in;
sig n a lsh ift = s ig n a lsh if tin ;
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for(int i = 0; i<number_of_eIements_in_fimction; i++) 
{
scaling_function[i] = scaling_function_in[i]; 
wavelet_function[i] = wavelet_flmction_in[i];
}
/ * -
void wavelet_analysis_class::Forward_Wavelet_Transform(unsigned char 
*image_data_in2, double *image_data_out, int image width, 
int image height, int transform_level )
{
if(wavelet_function == NULL || scaling function =  NULL) 
return;
double *image_data_in = new double[image_width*image_height];
for(int i = 0; i<image_height; i++) 
for(int j = 0; j<image_width; j++)
image_data_in[i*image_width+j] =
double(image_data_in2[i*image_width+j]);
memset(image_data_out, 0, image_width*image_height*sizeof(double));
int n e w im a g e w id th ; 
int n ew im ag eh e ig h t; 
int counter;
n e w im a g e w id th  = 2*(image_width/2); 
new_image_height = 2*(image_height/2);
for(int up to level = 1 ; up to level <= transfbrm level; up_to_level++)
{
for(int temp h = 0; temp h < new image height; temp_h++)
{
counter = 0;
for(int temp w = 0; temp_w < new image w idth-1 ; temp_w+=2)
{
image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width,
image height, counter, temp h, image width, image height)] = 0;
image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFF SET (im agew id th ,
image height, counter+new_image_width/2, temp h,
image width, image height)] = 0;
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for(int filter_counter=0;
filter_counter < number_of_elements_in_function; 
filter_counter++)
{
image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, counter, temp h, image width, 
im ageheight)] +=
image_data_in[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp_w+signal_shift+filter_counter, 
temp h, new image width, image height)] * 
scalingfunction [filtercounter] ; 
image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image_height, counter+new_image_width/2, temp h, 
image width, image height)] += 
image_data_in[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp_w+signal_shift+filter_counter, 
temp h, new_image_width, image height)] * 
wavelet_function[filter_counter] ;
}
counter++:
}
}
memcpy(image_data_in, image data out, image width* image height* sizeof(double)) ;
for(int temp w = 0; temp w < new image width; temp_w++)
{
counter = 0;
for(int temp h = 0; temp h < new image height-1 ; temp_h+=2)
{
image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width,
image height, temp w, counter, image width, image height)] = 0;
image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width,
image height, temp w, (counter+new_image_height/2),
image width, image height)] = 0;
for(int filter_counter=0; filter counter <
number_of_elements_in_function; filter_counter+-i-)
{
image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp w, counter, image width, 
im ageheight)] +=
image_data_in[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp w.
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(filter_counter+temp_h)+signal_shift, image width, 
new image height)] * scaling_function[filter_counter];
image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp w, (counter+new_image_height/2), 
image width, image height)] += 
image_data_in[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp w,
(filter_counter+temp_h)+signal_shift, image width, 
new image height)] * wavelet_fiinction[filter_counter];
}
coimter++;
}
}
memcpy(image_data_in, image data out, image_width*image_height*sizeof(double));
n e w im a g e w id th  = im agew id th  / (int)pow(2,up_to_level); 
new image height = image height / (int)pow(2,up_to_level);
n e w im a g e w id th  = 2*(new_image_width/2); 
n e w im a g e h e ig h t = 2*(new_image_height/2);
}
delete [] image data in;
}
/*--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
void wavelet_analysis_class::Inverse_Wavelet_Transform(double *image_data_in,
unsigned char * image data out, int image width, 
int image height, int transfbrmed level, int last level )
{
if(wavelet_function == NULL || scaling function == NULL) 
return;
double *image_data_out_temp = new double[image_width*image_height];
memset(image_data_out, 0, image_width*image_height*sizeof(unsigned char)); 
memset(image_data_out_temp, 0, im agew idth* im ageh eigh t * sizeof(double)) ;
int new image width; 
int new image height; 
int counter = 0;
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for(int up to level = transfbrmed level; up_to_level>last_level; up to level—)
{
n e w im a g e w id th  = im agew id th  / (int)pow(2,up_to_level-l); 
new image height -  image height / (int)pow(2,up_to_level-l);
n e w im a g e w id th  = 2*(new_image_width/2); 
n e w im a g e h e ig h t = 2*(new_image_height/2);
for(int temp w = 0; temp w < new_image_width; temp_w++)
{
counter = 0;
for(int temp h = 0; temp h < new_image_height/2; temp_h++)
{
for(int filter_counter=0; filter counter <
number_of_elements_in_function; filter_counter++)
image_data_out_temp[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp w,
(counter+filter_counter)+signal_shift, image width, 
n ew im ag eh e ig h t)]  +=
(image_data_in[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp w, temp h, image width, 
image height)] * scaling_function[filter_counter] + 
image_data_in[COMPUTE_OFF SET (im agew id th , 
image height, temp w, (temp_h+new_image_height/2), 
image width, image height)] * 
wavelet_function[filter_counter] ) ;
counter+=2;
}
for(int i = 0; i<new_image_height; i++) 
for(int j = 0; j<new_image_width; j++)
im a g e d a ta in  [i *image_width+j ] = im a g e d a ta o u tte m p  [i *image_width+j ] ;
memset(image_data_out_temp, 0, image_width*image_height*sizeof(double));
for(int temp h = 0; temp h < new image height; temp_h++)
{
counter = 0;
for(int temp w = 0; temp w < new_image_width/2; temp_w++)
{
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for(int fîlter_counter=0; filter counter <
number_of_elements_in_function ; filter_counter++)
image_data_out_temp[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, (counter+filter_counter)+signal_shift, 
temp h, new image width, image height)] += 
(image_data_in[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp w, temp h, image width, 
image height)] * scaling_function[filter_counter] + 
image_data_in[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp_w+new_image_width/2, temp h, 
image width, image height)] * 
wavelet_function[filter_counter]);
counter+=2;
}
}
for(i = 0; i<new_image_height; i++)
for(int j = 0; j<new_image_width; j++)
image_data_in[i*image_width+j] = im a g e d a ta o u tte m p  [i * image_width+j ] ;
if(up_to_level > last_level+l)
memset(image_data_out_temp, 0,
image_width*image_height*sizeof(double));
}
double result;
for(int i = 0; i<image_height; i++)
for(int j = 0; j<image_width; j++)
{
result = im a g e d a ta o u tte m p  [i * image_width+j ] ;
if(result > 255)
result = 255;
if(result < 0)
result = 0;
result += 0.5;
image_data_out[i*image_width+j] = unsigned char ( int(result) );
}
delete [] image data out temp;
}
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void wavelet_analysis_class::Forward_Wavelet_Transform_Double_Radon(doubIe 
*image_data_in2, double *image_data_out, int image width, 
int image height, int transfbrm level )
/* One dimensional Wavelet transform in Radon Domain
{
if(wavelet_function —  NULL || scaling function =  NULL) 
return;
double *image_data_in = new double[image_width*image_height];
for(int i = 0; i<image_height; i++) 
for(int j = 0; j<image_width; j++)
image_data_in[i*image_width+j] = image_data_in2[i*image_width+j];
memset(image_data_out, 0, image_width*image_height*sizeof(double));
int new image width; 
int new image height;
new_image_width = 2*(image_width/2); 
n e w im a g e h e ig h t = 2*(image_height/2);
int counter;
for(int up to level = 1; up to level <= transfbrm level; up_to_level++)
{
for(int temp w = 0; temp w < new image width; temp_w++)
{
counter = 0;
for(int temp h = 0; temp h < new_image_height-l; temp_h+=2)
{
image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width,
image height, temp w, counter, image_width, image_height)] = 0;
image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width,
image height, temp w, (counter+new_image_height/2),
image width, image height)] = 0;
for(int filter_counter=0; filter counter <
number_of_elements_in_function; filter_counter++)
{
image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width,
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image height, temp w, counter, image width, 
im ageheight)] +=
image_data_in[COMPUTE_OFF SET (image_width, 
image height, temp w,
(filter_covmter+temp_h)+signal_shift, image width, 
new image height)] * scaling_function[filter_counter]; 
image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp w, (counter+new_image_height/2), 
image width, image height)] += 
image_data_in[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp w,
(filter_counter+temp_h)+signal_shift, image width, 
new_image_height)] * wavelet_function[filter_counter];
}
counter++;
}
memcpy(image_data_in, image data out, image_width*image_height*sizeof(double)); 
n e w im a g e h e ig h t = im ageheigh t / (int)pow(2,up_to_level); 
n e w im a g e h e ig h t = 2*(new_image_height/2);
}
delete [] image data in;
}
/* *
void wavelet_analysis_class::Inverse_Wavelet_Transform_Double_Radon(double
*image_data_in, double *image_data_out, int image width, int 
image height, int transformed level, int last level )
/* Inverse one dimensional W avelet transform o f Radon data
{
if(wavelet_function == NULL || scaling function —  NULL) 
return;
double *image_data_out_temp = new double[image_width*image_height];
memset(image_data_out, 0, image_width*image_height*sizeof(unsigned char)); 
memset(image_data_out_temp, 0, image_width*image_height*sizeof(double));
int new image width; 
int new image height; 
int counter = 0;
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n e w im a g e w id th  = im agew idth ;
for(int up to level = transformed level; up_to_level>last_level; up to level—)
{
new image height = image height / (int)pow(2,up_to_level-l); 
n e w im a g e h e ig h t = 2*(new_image_height/2);
for(int temp w = 0; temp w < new image width; temp_w++)
{
counter = 0;
for(int temp h = 0; temp h < new_image_height/2; temp_h++)
{
for(int filter_counter=0; filter counter <
number_of_elements_in_fünction; filter_counter++)
image_data_out_temp[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp w,
(counter+filter_counter)+signal_shift, image width, 
new_image_height)] +=
(image_data_in[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp w, temp h, image width, 
new_image_height)] * scaling_function[filter_counter] + 
image_data_in[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp w, (temp_h+new_image_height/2), 
image width, new_image_height)] * 
wavelet_function[filter_counter] ) ;
counter+=2;
}
for(int i = 0; i<new_image_height; i++) 
for(int j = 0; j<new_image_width; j++)
image data in [i *image_width+j ] = image data out temp [i *image_width+j ] ;
if(up_to_level > last_level+l)
memset(image_data_out_temp, 0,
image_width*image_height*sizeof(double));
}
for(int i = 0; i<image_height; i++) 
for(int j = 0; j<image_width; j++)
image_data_out[i*image_width+j] = im a g e d a ta o u tte m p  [i *image_width+j ] ;
delete [] image data out temp;
}
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struct my_sig_coef_list_struct 
{
int x; 
in ty ;
double val; //normalized 
double original_val; //original
};
/*-
void wavelet_analysis_class::WaveletMostSigCoef(double *image_data_out, int 
image_width, int image height, int num sig coef, int trsf_lvl)
/* Obtain the most significant coefficients o f the wavelet transform. The number of 
/* coefficients is determined by the user.
{
if(wavelet_function == NULL || scaling function == NULL) 
return; 
if(num_sig_coef —  0)
{
int new image width; 
int new_image_height; 
int temp w; 
int temp h;
n e w im a g e w id th  = im agew id th  / (int)pow(2,trsf_lvl); 
n e w im a g e h e ig h t = im ageheigh t / (int)pow(2,trsf_lvl);
new_image_width = 2*(new_image_width/2); 
n e w im a g e h e ig h t = 2*(new_image_height/2);
for(temp_w = 0; temp w < image width; temp_w++)
for(temp_h = 0; temp h < image height; temp_h++)
{
if( ! (temp w < new image width && temp h < 
new_image_height) ) 
image_data_out[temp_w + temp_h*image_width] = 0.0;
}
return;
}
my_sig_coef_list_struct *my_new_sig_list
new my_sig_coef_list_struct[num_sig_coef] ;
memset(my_new_sig_list, 0, sizeof(my_sig_coef_list_struct) * num sig coef);
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for(int transfbrm level = 1 ; transfbrm level <= trsf_lvl; transform_level++)
{
int new image width; 
int new image height; 
int temp w; 
int temp h; 
double mean H = 0.0; 
double sigma H = 0.0;
double mean V - 0.0; 
double sigma V = 0.0;
double m e a n B  = 0.0; 
double sigma B = 0.0;
n e w im a g e w id th  = im agew id th  / (int)pow(2,transform_level-l); 
n e w im a g e h e ig h t = im ageheigh t / (int)pow(2,transform_level-l);
n e w im a g e w id th  = 2*(new_image_width/2); 
new_image_height = 2*(new_image_height/2);
for(temp_w = 0; temp w < new_image_width/2; temp_w++)
for(temp_h = 0; temp h < new_image_height/2; temp_h++)
{
//for Horizontal
m e a n H  += image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp w, temp_h+new_image_height/2, 
image width, image height)];
//for Vertical
m e a n V  += image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp_w+new_image_width/2, temp h, 
image width, image height)];
//for Biodirectional
m e a n B  += image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp_w+new_image_width/2, 
temp_h+new_image_height/2, image width, image height)];
}
m e a n H  /= double(new_image_width*new_image_height/4); 
m e a n V  /= double(new_image_width*new_image_height/4); 
mean B /= double(new_image_width*new_image_height/4);
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for(temp_w = 0; temp w < new image width/!; temp_w++)
for(temp_h = 0; temp h < new_image_height/2; temp_h++)
{
s ig m a H  += (
(image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp w, temp_h+new_image_height/2, 
image width, image height)] - mean H) * 
(image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp w, temp_h+new_image_height/2, 
image width, image height)] - mean H) );
s ig m a V  += (
(image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp_w+new_image_width/2, temp h, 
image width, image height)] - mean V) * 
(image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp_w+new_image_width/2, temp h, 
image width, image height)] - mean V) );
s ig m a B  += (
(image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image_height, temp_w+new_image_width/2, 
temp_h+new_image_height/2, image width, 
image height)] - mean B) * 
(image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFF SET (im agew idth , 
image height, temp_w+new_image_width/2, 
temp_h+new_image_height/2, image width, 
image height)] - mean B) );
sigma H /= double(new_image_width*new_image_height/4); 
s ig m a H  = sqrt(sigm aH );
s ig m a V  /= double(new_image_width*new_image_height/4); 
s ig m a V  = sqrt(sigm aV );
sigma B /= double(new_image_width*new_image_height/4); 
sigma_B = sqrt(sigm aB );
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for(temp_w = 0; temp w < new_image_width/2; temp_w++)
for(temp_h = 0; temp h < new_image_height/2; temp_h++)
{
for(int i = 0; i < num sig coef; i++)
{
if( fabs((image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image width, 
image height, temp w, temp_h+new_image_height/2, 
image width, image height)] - mean_H)/sigma_H) > 
fabs(my_new_sig_list[i].val) )
{
for(int j = num_sig_coef-l; j > i; j - )
{
my_new_sig_list[j].x = m y_new_sig_list[j-l].x; 
my_new_sig_list[j].y = my_new_sig_list[j-l].y; 
my_new_sig_list|j].val - my_new_sig_list[j-l].val; 
my_new_sig_list[j].original_val =
my_new_sig_list[j-l].original_val;
}
my_new_sig_list[i].x = tem p w ; 
my_new_sig_list[i].y = temp_h+new_image_height/2;
my_new_sig_list[i].val =
((image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp w, temp_h+new_image_height/2, 
image width, image height)] - mean_H)/sigma_H);
my_new_sig_list[i].original_val =
image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp w, temp_h+new_image_height/2, 
image width, image_height)];
break;
}
}
for(i = 0; i < num sig coef; i++)
{
if( fabs((image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp_w+new_image_width/2, temp h, 
image width, image_height)] - mean_V)/sigma_V) > 
fabs(my_new_sig_list[i].val) )
{
for(int j = num_sig_coef-l; j > i; j —)
{
my_new_sig_list[j].x = my_new_sig_list[j-l].x; 
my_new_sig_list[j].y = m y_new_sig_list[j-l].y; 
my_new_sig_list[j].val = my_new_sig_list[j-l].val;
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my_new_sig_list[j].original_val =
my_new_sig_list[j-1 ] .original_val;
}
my_new_sig_list[i].x = temp_w+new_image_width/2; 
my_new_sig_list[i].y = te m p h ;
my_new_sig_list[i].val =
((image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp_w+new_image_width/2, temp h, 
image width, image height)] - mean_V)/sigma_V);
my_new_sig_list[i].original_val = 
image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp_w+new_image_width/2, temp h, 
image width, image height)];
break;
}
for(i = 0; i < num sig coef; i++)
{
if( fabs((image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp_w+new_image_width/2, 
temp_h+new_image_height/2, image width, image height)] -  
mean_B)/sigma_B) > fabs(my_new_sig_list[i].val) )
{
for(int j = num_sig_coef-l; j > i; j - )
{
my_new_sig_list[j].x = my_new_sig_list[j-l].x; 
my_new_sig_list[j].y = my_new_sig_list[j -1 ]. y ; 
my_new_sig_list[j].val = my_new_sig_Iist|j -1 ]. val; 
my_new_sig_list[j].original_val =
my_new_sig_list [j -1 ]. original_val ;
}
my_new_sig_list[i].x = temp_w+new_image_width/2; 
my_new_sig_list[i].y = temp_h+new_image_height/2; 
my_new_sig_list[i].val =
((image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image_height, temp_w+new_image_widthy2, 
temp_h+new_image_height/2, image width, image height)] -  
mean_B)/sigma_B) ;
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my_new_sig_list[i].original_val = 
image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image_height, temp_w+new_image_width/2, 
temp_h+new_image_height/2, image_width, image_height)]; 
break;
}
}
// Reject Values using the user defined sigma value, 
int n e w im a g e w id th ; 
int n ew im ag eh e ig h t; 
int temp_w; 
int tem p h ;
new_image_width = image_width / (int)pow(2,trsf_lvl); 
new_image_height = im ageheigh t / (int)pow(2,trsf_lvl); 
n e w im a g e w id th  = 2*(new_image_width/2); 
n e w im a g e h e ig h t = 2*(new_image_height/2);
for(temp_w = 0; temp w < image width; temp_w++)
for(temp_h = 0; temp h < image height; temp_h++)
{
if( ! (temp w < new image width && temp h < 
new image height) )
image_data_out[temp_w + temp h*image width] - 0.0;
}
for(int i = 0; i < num_sig_coef; i++)
image_data_out[my_new_sig_list[i] .x +
my_new_sig_list[i].y*image_width] = my_new_sig_list[i].original_val;
}
/ * -
delete [] my_new_sig_list;
void wavelet_analysis_class::WaveletMostSigCoef_RT(double *image_data_out, int 
image width, int image height, int num sig coef, int trsf_lvl)
/* Choice o f the most significant coefficients o f the Ridgelet transform
if(wavelet_function == NULL || scaling function == NULL) 
return;
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if(num_sig_coef =  0)
{
int new image width; 
int new image height; 
int temp w; 
int temp h;
n e w im a g e w id th  = im agew idth ; 
new_image_height = im ageheigh t / (int)pow(2,trsf_lvl);
n e w im a g e w id th  = 2*(new_image_width/2); 
n e w im a g e h e ig h t = 2*(new_image_height/2);
for(temp_w = 0; temp w < image_width; temp_w++)
for(temp_h = 0; temp h < image height; temp_h++)
{
if( ! (temp h < new image height) ) 
image_data_out[temp_w + temp_h*image_width] = 0.0;
}
return;
}
my_sig_coef_list_struct *my_new_sig_listl =
new my_sig_coef_list_struct[num_sig_coef72] ; 
memset(my_new_sig_listl, 0, sizeof(my_sig_coef_list_struct) * num_sig_coef/2); 
my_sig_coef_list_struct *my_new_sig_list2 =
new my_sig_coef_list_struct[num_sig_coef/2] ; 
memset(my_new_sig_list2, 0, sizeof(my_sig_coef_list_struct) * num_sig_coef/2);
for(int transform jevel = 1; transform level <= trs f jv l;  transform_level++)
{
int new image width; 
int new image height; 
int temp w; 
int temp h;
double m e a n S l = 0.0; 
double sigma S l = 0.0; 
double mean_S2 = 0.0; 
double sigma_S2 = 0.0; 
n e w im a g e w id th  = im agew idth;
n e w im a g e h e ig h t = image_height / (int)pow(2,transform_level-l);
n e w im a g e w id th  = 2*(new_image_width/2); 
n e w im a g e h e ig h t = 2 * (new_image_height/2) ;
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for(temp_w = 0; temp w < new_image_width/2; temp_w++)
for(temp_h = 0; temp h < new_image_height/2; temp_h++)
{
//for SI (i.e., transform level corresponding to the basically 
//horizontal lines)
m e a n S I  += image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp w, temp_h+new_image_height/2, 
image width, image_height)];
//for 82 (i.e., transform level corresponding to the basically 
//vertical lines)
mean_S2 += image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp_w+new_image_width/2, 
temp_h+new_image_height/2, image width, image height)];
}
mean SI /= double(new_image_width*new_image_height/4); 
mean_S2 /= double(new_image_width*new_image_height/4);
for(temp_w = 0; temp w < new_image_width/2; temp_w++)
for(temp_h = 0; temp_h < new_image_height/2; temp_h++)
{
s ig m a S l += (
(image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp w, temp_h+new_image_height/2, 
image width, image height)] - mean S I) * 
(image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image_height, temp w, temp_h+new_image_height/2, 
image width, image height)] - mean S I) );
sigma_S2 += (
(image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp_w+new_image_width/2, 
temp_h+new_image_height/2, image width, image height)] -  
mean_S2) *
(image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp_w+new_image_width/2, 
temp_h+new_image_height/2, image width, image height)] -  
mean_S2) );
}
sigma S l /= double(new_image_width*new_image_height/4); 
s ig m a S l = sqrt(sigma_Sl);
sigma_S2 /= double(new_image_width*new_image_height/4); 
sigma_S2 = sqrt(sigma_S2);
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for(temp_w = 0; temp w < new_image_width/2; temp_w++) 
for(temp_h = 0; temp h < new_image_height/2; temp_h++)
{
for(int i = 0; i < num_sig_coef/2; i++)
{
if( fabs((image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp w, temp_h+new_image_height/2, 
image width, image height)] - m ean_Sl)/sigm a_Sl) > 
fabs(my_new_sig_listl[i].val) )
{
for(int j = num_sig_coe£'2-l; j > i; j - )
{
my_new_sig_listlO].x = m y_new _sig_listl[j-l].x;
m y_new_sig_listl[j].y = m y_new_sig_Iistl[j-l].y;
my_new_sig_listl[j].val = m y_new _sig_listl[j-l].val;
my_new_sig_listl[j].original_val =
my_new_sig_Iist 1 [j-1 ] .original_val;
}
m y_new_sig_listl[i].x = tem p w ;
my_new_sig_listl[i].y = temp_h+new_image_height/2;
my_new_sig_listl[i].val =
((image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp w, temp_h+new_image_height/2, 
image_width, image height)] - m ean_Sl)/sigm a_Sl);
m y n e w s ig l i s t  1 [i].original_val =
image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp w, temp_h+new_image_height/2, 
image_width, image height)];
break;
}
for(i = 0; i < num_sig_coef/2; i++)
{
if( fabs((image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image width, 
image height, temp_w+new_image_width/2, 
temp_h+new_image_height/2, image width, image height)] -  
mean_S2)/sigma_S2) > fabs(my_new_sig_list2[i].val) )
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for(int j  = num_sig_coe£'2-l; j > i; j - )
{
my_new_sig_list20].x = my_new_sig_list2[j-l].x; 
my_new_sig_list2[j].y = my_new_sig_list2[j-l].y; 
my_new_sig_list2[j].val = m y_new_sig_list2[j-l].val; 
my_new_sig_list2 [j ] .original_val -
my_new_sig_list2[j-l].original_val;
}
my_new_sig_list2[i].x = temp_w+new_image_width/2; 
my_new_sig_list2[i].y = temp_h+new_image_height/2; 
my_new_sig_list2[i].val =
((image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp_w+new_image_width/2, 
temp_h+new_image_height/2, image width, 
image height)] - mean_S2)/sigma_S2); 
my_new_sig_list2 [i]. o rig ina lva l =
image_data_out[COMPUTE_OFFSET(image_width, 
image height, temp_w+new_image_width/2, 
temp_h+new_image_height/2, image width, 
image_height)];
break;
}
}
// Reject Values using the sigma chosen by the user...
int new_image_height; 
int temp w; 
int temp h;
n e w im a g e h e ig h t = im ageheigh t / (int)pow(2,trsf_lvl);
n e w im a g e h e ig h t = 2*(new_image_height/2); 
for(temp_w = 0; temp w < image width; temp_w++)
for(temp_h = 0; temp h < image height; temp_h++)
{
if( ! (temp h < new image height) )
image_data_out[temp_w + temp_h*image_width] = 0.0;
}
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for(int i = 0; i < num_sig_coef72; i++)
{
image_data_out[my_new_sig_listl [i].x +
m y n e w s i g l i s t  1 [i]. y * im agew idth] = m y n e w s i g l i s t  1 [i] .orig inalval; 
image_data_out[my_new_sig_list2[i] .x + 
my_new_sig_list2 [i] .y* im agew idth] =
my_new_sig_list2 [i]. original val ;
}
delete [] my new sig listl ; 
delete [] my_new_sig_list2;
/* SET UP THE WAVELET TRANSFORM FILTERS */
/*======================================================*/
// wavelet setup dlg.cpp : implementation file
///////////////////////////////m^^^^
void w a v e le tse tu p d lg : :GnSelchangeWaveletsListBox()
{
// TODO: Add your control notification handler code here 
CString n a m e c s ;
m wavelet list box.GetText( m_wavelet_list_box.GetCurSel(), name cs );
for(int i = 0; i<number_of_wavelet_data_structure_elements; i++) 
if(name_cs == ptr_to_wavelet_list[i].wavelet_name)
{
m_number_of_elements = 
ptr_to_wavelet_list[i].number_of_elements; 
m_vector_shift = ptr_to_wavelet_list[i], shift; 
m sca lin g co effic ien ts  = ptr_to_wavelet_list[i].elements_list; 
m_name_of_wavelet = n am ecs;
{
CString *temp_coef = new CString[m_number_of_elements]; 
m sca lin g co effic ien ts  .TrimLeftO ; 
m_scaling_coefficients.TrimRight();
int counter = 0; 
int length = 0; 
char tem pchar;
length -  m scaling coefficients.GetLength() ;
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CString cs_temp;
for(int i = 0; i<m_number_of_elements; i++)
{
cs_temp.Empty();
while(counter<length && m sca lin g co effic ien ts  [counter] != ' ')
{
temp char = m scaling coefficients .Get At(counter) ;
c s t e m p  += tem pchar;
counter++;
}
counter++;
temp_coef[i] = c s t emp;
}
counter = -1;
for(i=0; i<m_number_of_elements; i++)
{
if(counter = =-1)
{
if(temp_coef[i]. Get At(0) ==
temp_coef[i].SetAt(0, ' ');
else
{
CString temp; 
temp =
temp+=temp_coef[i] ; 
temp_coef[i] = temp;
}
temp_coef[i].TrimLeft();
}
counter *= -1;
}
m_wavelet_coefficients.Empty(); 
for(i=m_number_of_elements-l; i>=0; i - )
{
m_wavelet_coefficients += temp_coef[i]; 
if(i>0)
m_wavelet_coefficients + -  " ";
}
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delete [] temp coef;
}
}
UpdateData(false);
OnPlotgraphO;
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CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSIONS 
9.1 Practical Results 
The purpose of th is  section is to show how, in com parison to 
Wavelets, Ridgelets are better su ited  in representing  functions w ith linear 
singularities. To dem onstrate th is  we have im plem ented the  algorithm  
m entioned in  C hapter 8 and  have considered im ages having resolutions 
256 X 256 pixels. Thus, w hen com puting the ridgelet and  wavelet 
transform s we will have 262,144 and  65,536 coefficients, respectively.
Once the transform ations have been com puted we will reconstruct 
the image by choosing a  certain  num ber of significant coefficients. To 
choose the  coefficients for the reconstruction  stage the th resho ld  applied 
was T = ± 2 a  (i.e., two stan d a rd  deviations). Equal num ber of coefficients 
was taken  from each level of the respective transform ations.
In our first set of figures we show different rep resen ta tions of the 
m utilated  G aussian  given by the equation
97
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Figure 9.1.1 shows the original image, w hereas figures 9.1.2 
th rough 9.1.5 show the reconstruction obtained with 8 coefficients using  
Ridgelets, Meyer wavelets (see Section 5.2), Coifman-6 and  D aubechies- 
4, respectively.
Figure 9.1.1 - Half Dom e.
Figure 9.1.2 -  Reconstruction with Figure 9.1.3 -  R econstruction with 
8 Ridgelet coefficients. 8 Meyer wavelet coefficients.
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Figure 9 .1 .4 -  R econstruction w ith Figure 9 .1 .5 -  R econstruction with
8 Coif -  6 wavelet coefficients. 8 D au - 4 wavelet coefficients.
In th is  example it is clear how with ju s t  a  few coefficients the 
Ridgelet transform  is able to preserve the  edge m ore precisely th a n  the 
wavelet transform .
In the next set of figures we can  see how th a t difference becomes 
more evident w hen considering ju s t  a  few additional coefficients.
F irst let u s  see the im provem ent in the  reconstruction  of the Half 
Dome w ith 64 coefficients.
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Figure 9.1.6 Reconstruction with Figure 9.1.7 -  R econstruction with
64 Ridgelet coefficients. 64 Meyer wavelet coefficients.
Figure 9.1.8 Reconstruction with Figure 9.1.9 -  R econstruction with
64 Coif -  6 wavelet coefficients. 64 D au - 4 wavelet coefficients.
So we see th a t the linear singularity of the G aussian  is more 
clearly noticeable in the Ridgelet transform  reconstruction.
Now let u s  consider a  m ore in teresting picture.
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Figure 9.1.10 -  Original image.
Figure 9.1.11 Reconstruction with Figure 9.1.12 -  Reconstruction with 
64 Ridgelet coefficients. 64 Meyer wavelet coefficients.
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Figure 9.1.13 -  Reconstruction with Figure 9 .1 .1 4 -  Reconstruction with 
64 Coif - 6 wavelet coefficients. 64 D au -  4 wavelet coefficients.
We observe th a t the  m ost significant Ridgelet coefficients have 
preserved the  m ost im portan t features of the  object, nam ely the edges. 
We also observe th a t, w hen considering ju s t  a  few coefficients, the 
D aubechies 4 and  Coifman 6 wavelets in  com parison w ith the Meyer 
wavelet, perform  worse a t representing th is  type of im ages. Therefore, 
from th is  point on consideration will be given only to im ages th a t  were 
analyzed and  reconstructed  using  the  Meyer wavelets.
Now, if we use  Figure 9.1.10 as  we have in the p a s t b u t with an  
image reconstruction  of 256 and  1024 significant coefficients, 
respectively, we obtain the following results:
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Figure 9 .1 .1 5 -  Reconstruction with Figure 9 .1 .1 6 -  Reconstruction with
256 Ridgelet coefficients. 256 Meyer wavelet coefficients.
Figure 9 .1.17 Reconstruction with Figure 9 .1 .1 8 -  Reconstruction with
1024 Ridgelet coefficients. 1024 Meyer wavelet coefficients.
Clearly, the  Ridgelet transform  h as  recognized and  stored all the 
edges ra th e r perfectly, w hereas the Wavelet transform  yields an  image 
with nearly all of the edges. Moreover, the edges reconstructed  by the
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wavelet transform  appear jagged. In the case of the Ridgelet 
reconstruction  w ith 1024 significant coefficients [Figure 9.1.17] we 
observe a  sh arp er appearance of edges, while the Wavelet reconstruction  
with an  equal am ount of significant coefficients, yields an  image having 
fainter edge appearance [Figure 9.1.18].
Finally, the la st two se ts  of figures show p ictures with a  num ber of 
straigh t edges having m ultiple directions. Once more, the differences 
between the abilities of the two transform s a t recognizing and  storing 
edges is clearly noticeable.
m m m
«
M
Figure 9.1.19 -  Original image.
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Figure 9.1.20 -  Reconstruction with Figure 9.1.21 -  Reconstruction with
64 Ridgelet coefficients. 64 Meyer wavelet coefficients.
Figure 9.1.22 -  R econstruction w ith Figure 9.1.23 Reconstruction with
256 Ridgelet coefficients. 256 Meyer wavelet coefficients.
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Figure 9 .1.24 -  Reconstruction w ith Figure 9.1.25 -  Reconstruction with
1024 Ridgelet coefficients. 1024 Meyer wavelet coefficients.
In th is  la s t example we will only consider reconstructions w ith 
1024 and  2048 coefficients.
IO
f
Figure 9.1.26 -  Original image.
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Figure 9.1.27 -  R econstruction w ith Figure 9.1.28 Reconstruction with
1024 Ridgelet coefficients. 1024 Meyer wavelet coefficients.
Figure 9.1.29 -  Reconstruction w ith Figure 9.1.30 Reconstruction with
2048 Ridgelet coefficients. 2048 Meyer wavelet coefficients.
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Again, the  ability of reconstructing  a  visually superior image via 
the u se  of the  Ridgelet transform  is evident; furtherm ore, the image 
quality is also increased by increasing the  num ber of significant 
coefficients. The inability of the wavelet transform  for obtaining sim ilar 
resu lts, even with a  m uch larger significant coefficient set, is also 
apparent.
Thus, the exam ples ju s t  p resented  produce a  v isual s ta tem en t th a t 
allow u s  to see the superiority of the  Ridgelet transform  over the Wavelet 
transform  for representing  objects w ith linear singularities.
9.2 Final Rem arks 
The complexity of the algorithm  th a t im plem ents the  Discrete Ridgelet 
Transform  (DRT) m ay be seen a s  a  disadvantage due to the fact th a t the 
DRT is a  m uch  slower algorithm  th a n  th e  Discrete Wavelet Transform  
(DWT). Yet, we m u st keep in m ind th a t Ridgelet analysis is very recent 
and  therefore, there is am ple room for fu rther im provem ent.
In 1998 David Donoho in troduced a  modification to the notion of 
Ridgelets, the “Orthonormal Ridgelets”, which provide a  complete 
orthonorm al system  in Among other things, th is  orthonorm al
a p p r o a c h  a llo w s  fo r s im p le  and  effec tive  n o n l in e a r  a p p ro x im a t io n s .
Although Ridgelets are efficient in  dealing with linear singularities 
they are no t efficient a t representing  objects w ith curved singularities. 
To overcome th is  w eakness E. Candès and  D. Donoho have used
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Ridgelets to construc t a  system  of so-called “Curvelets” w hich are indeed 
very efficient in  dealing with these type of singularities. It h a s  also been 
shown th a t Curvelets are superior to the classical system s. For more 
inform ation on the  evolution of these new tools derived from the  Ridgelet 
transform  we refer the reader to Dr. David Donoho’s web page (www- 
stat.stanford .edu/~donoho) where an  extensive list of papers and  
references on the  subject can  be found.
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APPENDIX A
[Al] -  The Hilbert Transform  is a  basic example of a  so-called singular 
integral operator.
Definition:
The Hilbert transform  of / is defined as
dt
where the integral is a  Cauchy principal value.
The next theorem  gives u s  an  explicit form ula for the Hilbert transform  in 
term s of the Fourier transform .
Theorem:
If f  eV-(R ), th en  H f e L ^ (M) and
%[Hf{x)\{cû) = - i  sign{cû) %[f{x)]{co)
Proof: (Sketch]
%[_Hf{x)]{co)= [e-' ‘̂“H [f \ {x )dx  = — [ \e-‘̂ ‘̂ ^ ^ d x  dt
\j2,71 • TT'v̂ Tr 2 J I X
—CC —00 —CO
"  ;  V ^ ' { - k  I E * ]  '*  ■ i ‘ '“ [ - m
-0 0  \  - 0 0  /  - 0 0  \  -QO /
= ^  j / ( 0  e-"" % [l](^y) dt = ^  j / ( 0  g -  (-/ ^  signiot)'  ̂ dt 
= dt = -isign{co) T,{f{x)\{co).
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dt
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R em ark: From the above theorem  and  Parseval’s relation it follows th a t 
H  : Û  (R) -> (R) is a  un itary  m apping.
■
[A2] -  Since
sin(;r/)
and m = 2n we have th a t
n   sin[;r(r + /w)] _ sin[;rr + 2;r«)] sin(;rt)
th a t is, \D^(t + m)\ = \D {̂t)\ so th a t the “periodicity” of the  kernel will resu lt
in w rap-around  of the  data. Yet, the  choice m = 2n a ssu res  the w rap­
around  effect will no t affect the  resu lt of the  sum m ation.
In fact, by choosing D^(t) we are interpolating a  vector of m = 2n sam ples
which, applied to our inpu t array  I(u,v), - u, v < ^ , is equivalent to
symm etrically padding I  w ith zeros. Suppose we w an t to calculate I  a t
a  point (x,,y,) for a  line y  = sx + t and  say < 3 ^  , i.e., a lthough y,
does no t belong to the original inpu t array  I  it belongs to the padded 
version of / .  Since m = 2n, given the “periodicity” of ( t ) , the points of
the form = h  " will be considered. B ut then , since |.y|<l - n <  t <n,  
it follows th a t - 3 ^ < y ^  w hich m eans th a t the in terpolated sam ples
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at % < ) / , < do no t overlap with the sam ples of /  a t < y < ^  .'2 " "  /2    ^  /2  " / 2
Therefore, the w rap-around occurs over zero sam ples and  does not affect 
the sum m ation.
Graphically,
Figure A2.1 - Geometric line
1^-
I(u,v)
Figure A2.2 - W rapped line
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APPENDIX B
[El] - The polarization identity recovers ( /,g )  from ||/+ g ||,||/+ ;g ||, in fact, 
{ f , g )  = ; {̂l| f + g f  - | |  f - g f  + i\\ f + i g f  -  /|| f - i g f ]
Hence,
A{f^g) = ̂ ^ f + g f - \ f - g f + i \ f + i g f - i \ f - i g f ]
j £ j yeJ
j& J J e J
[B2] - To prove th a t '^CjÇj converges to F’ c in norm  we m u st show th a t
J e J
for any such  th a t J„aJ^ for all n<w  and  |J j „ = J  it follows th a t
F'c -  ^  Cj (Pj
First, let >«,>«„. Then, since
= sup
1/ H
it follows th a t
113
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/ \ Ï 2 f
Z s f y - Z s f ' y < sup E  k ,
|2
E lye/„2 ye/„| ll/l=> J V yey y
< I  I s ^ 0
Hence, ^  Cj <p. constitu tes a  Cauchy sequence w ith lim it r e 1}
ĵ j.
Now, for th is  r e l }  (R) we have that:
( r , / )  = l im ( r„ /)= l im % c X f , , , / )= ^ c X f ,, , / )  = ^ c , ^  = (c,/y) for all
/eZ^(R) . Therefore, t  =  F ‘c .
[B3] -  Saying th a t /  = '^CjÇj is equivalent to saying th a t F'c = f.
j € j
Now, let ae Range (F ) = Range{F), be Range{FŸ and  c = a + b.
In particu lar a L b , hence |ic f  = || a f  + jb f
Since a e  Range (F), there exists g e 9 f  su ch  th a t a = F g  and  c = F g + b. 
Hence, / =  F" c  = F ' F g  + F'b. But beRange{FŸ= Ker{F'), so th a t 
/ =  F' F g. B ut F* F = Id so / = g  and  c =  Ff + b .  Therefore,
E  b f HI f  = I If 41 ê ir=E  K /.  ̂ , ) f HI ir > Z I ( /> . ) f •J&J j e J jeJ
It rem ains to show th a t 2  | ( ^  +  Z  | ( ) “ S   ̂ ^  Z  I s f  •
J e J  y e /  y e /
To simplify the notation let Oj = ( / ,^ y )  . 
Note th a t.
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{ p , , ( f F ) - '/  )= (  ( r F ) - v , , /  )= ^ .
Since /  = 'Ya^i^j / “ Z s ^ y  we have th a t
ye/ ye/
{ f , ( r F r ' f )  = i \ a . v , A F - F r f \  = Y ^ a , { ç , A F - F r f )
\ye/ / ye/
=Zss " Zkfye/ ye/
On the other hand,
( / ,  ( F - F Y ' f )  =  h c ,  <p,, i F - F y ' f \ =  y ,. ( F 'F ) - 7  )
\ye/ /  /e/
"  Z s  s  •jeJ
Hence,
S I F v ’ I F I p V—' / 1 p — — I p \I s  I + Z j s - s j  = Z i s j  + Z  Ki - s s  -  s s  + KI =yey ye/ ye/ ye/ ' '
= i i s r -JgJ
[B4] - Let m, be fixed and  a„ such  th a t a „ = ( <p„ )  .
We know th a t b u t also w here . Then,
nsN neN
by Proposition 4.4, it follows th a t
1 I I I I I1= Z l s l  " Zl s l  + Z j s -ye/ jeJ jeJ
P V  I  |2 I .P
S =
^ ,r I |2=1"̂ , I + Z  + k-„-> + Z  |a»|.
Hence
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(IX)
Now, if a^ =  (̂ <p̂ , 5”' = l then  (IX) yields
1=1 + 2 z i « „ r ,
so th a t
a„| = 0, for all « ttZq ,
Therefore, ^ Çffj ,̂ S (p„j = Qîov a l ln *  m̂ , i.e.. S' is orthogonal to all % , 
n^m^. B ut {ç,^,S-'(p^) = \, so th a t 0 and  is not
complete.
On the o ther hand , if S'" th en  = 'Z^nfn yields
n e N
T—  Z s %i— nsN 
n*m„
Thus, for all /  e iT/'we have
1-d.
< I P .
l-a„ I
“ o I " ’'" 'o
n e N
say.
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Therefore,
n e N n e N
n*nii
n e N
n^nif^
and
4 f t  s I | ( / , f > . ) f  S O+C) I | ( / , R ) f  < (1+c) I | ( / , n , ) f .
n ^ N  n e N
In o ther words.
(1 + C) n e Nn*mo
and  is a  frame.
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APPENDIX C
[Cl] - We have to show th a t if y/ey(R) the  adm issibility condition
i2
K... (I)
is equivalent to the requirem ent of vanishing m om ents:
y/{t)dt=t) A:e|0,l,....
Assum e y/ e 5(R) and  (I) holds. Then ( (̂0) = 0.
In fact, if y/{0)f O , b y  continuity there exist r >0 and  a  neighborhood 1 
abou t the origin such  th a t y/{ )̂ >s  for all ^ e /  . Then,
which contradicts (I). Therefore = 0. Now, since (y e C°°(R), it follows 
th a t for each w e N there exists a  neighborhood I ab o u t the  origin such  
th a t for all ^ e /  we can  write
™ (̂«) f"
= ( 0 ) ^ + o ( Dn\ (II)M=1
Assum e to the  contrary  th a t there exists an  index m, 0 < w < J  + 1
^ (t) ^ (m)
such  th a t  y/ (0) = 0 for all 0 < Z < m and  y/ (0) # 0. Then, (II) becom es
118
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^ (̂m) p"
m\
'(“)
Since y/ (0)7^0, there exists a  neighborhood /  abou t the  origin such  th a t 
for all ^ e l ,
(̂m)
(0)
2 m!
and, then.
{̂m)
yy ( 0 ) \  + o(^")
m\
>
m\
>
2 ml
Hence,
Now, since 0 < w <
- f i
’ m !  J2 ty I  d-2m
(III)
d + 1
-1 we obtain th a t d - l m > \  and  (III) yields a
contradiction. Therefore,
- i . k )
y/ (0) = 0 forall A: G |0,1,....
and, by the properties of the Fourier Transform , we obtain
y/{t)dt = Q , ^g |0 ,1 ,....
[C2] - =
Recall th a t R^f{s) - R  f { s , u)=  J  f{x)dS^ = {x)ô{s- u ■ x)dx so th a t
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—CO —00
and, by Fubin i’s theorem  it follows th a t
R" -00
[C3] - From the properties of the Fourier Transform  we know th a t
Hence,
But,
In fact.
Va-^aY^)= = a Vi^d)
(^) = P  a y/{/a)dt = y/[s)ds = â  ̂ ¥{^a)
and since y/{x) = y/{-x)  it is clear th a t y/^{^) = y/{^a).
[C4] -  Recall th a t /  g Z' n  (M .
If /  G Z‘(R) and  y/  ̂e Z^(R) we have to show th a t II  ̂ 1 < || y/̂
\ 2 \ \ d  III
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As before let cô  „{b)^ Given th a t îj/{x) = y/[-x) one obtains
th a t
(I)
On the o ther hand,
| |^ „ / ||i=  ||F „ /(5 ) |< ii = I  ^f {x) 5{ s - u- x)dx  ofj < j  J |/(x)(J(s-w oc)|â!x
- 0 0  - 0 0  u ‘‘  - O O R ''
= J j j|/W|^ =||/||, (H)
Hence, from (I) it follows th a t II <\y/^
show.
as we w anted to
[C5] - £y,,„ < |(^ |,
In fact.
I II , =  ( 6 ) |  db = *  F „ / ]  ( 6 ) |  c f è  =  J  ( 0  R J { t  -  b) dt
- 0 0  -oO  _00  -CO
so th a t from Fubini’s theorem  and  [APPENDIX C4, (II)] it follows th a t
00 00 00 r 00
\(^a.u II ,  ^  I  \ \ ¥ a i t ) \ \ R J { t - b ) \ d t  d b = ^ \ ^ X t ) \  \ | | f „ / ( / - Z ) )
-OO -CO -0 0  ^  -0 0
= l k " / | | ,  j  1^X01 dt =  a ^ | | F „ / | | J | ^ | | , <  o ^ | | / | | J | ^ [ .
db
\db\dt
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[C6] -  If <!>,{x) = {1kXŶ  ̂ x e R "  then , R J , { s )  = {lnXŸ^  ̂ e '^  .
Let U be the  un ita ry  linear transform ation satisfying x\=[Ux)^=u-  x .
_ lill
Then applying U and  Fubini’s theorem .
R..e-Ml’ fy) = S{s-u-x)  d x -  Je ^ic'=
R'' R"*
= j  dy S{s-x\) dx\ = g"' .
For example, if d = 2, the change of variables is given by the un itary  
linear transform ation
M, «2 fx^
where u = (û , u )̂ e S is the direction vector. Then,
e ” d (s-v ) dvdw =(s) = Je  ̂ S(s-u^x-u^y) dxdy = J
= Je'" dw S{s-v) dv =e~  ̂ Je'"%Af = -Jn e'^ \
Now, going back  to our original problem, we obtain th a t
j e " F ( s - v x ) d x  = (2 :a y ‘''' (2 /lf  f y ' ' ’’ <S(j-a-(Æ Ï)/)rf( = 
= <r-« (22)->! p - i  r  S { / j ^ , - u - l ) d l  =
and  the  resu lt follows.
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[C7] - is an  approxim ate identity in Z‘(R ).
For simplicity let <p̂  -  .
If ç(t) = , it is clear th a t ç  is nonnegative and  - 1.
R
Then, for any X>0,  ç ^(t) = (2nXy'̂ ^e~d and  for all / e Z ' ( R )  we have
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